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HIGHER BRACKETS ON CYCLIC AND NEGATIVE CYCLIC
(CO)HOMOLOGY
DOMENICO FIORENZA AND NIELS KOWALZIG
ABSTRACT. The purpose of this article is to embed the string topology bracket developed
by Chas-Sullivan and Menichi on negative cyclic cohomology groups as well as the dual
bracket found by de Thanhoffer de Völcsey-Van den Bergh on negative cyclic homology
groups into the global picture of a noncommutative differential (or Cartan) calculus up
to homotopy on the (co)cyclic bicomplex in general, in case a certain Poincaré duality is
given. For negative cyclic cohomology, this in particular leads to a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘
algebra structure on the underlying Hochschild cohomology. In the special case in which
this BV bracket vanishes, one obtains an e3-algebra structure on Hochschild cohomology.
The results are given in the general and unifying setting of (opposite) cyclic modules over
(cyclic) operads.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Aims and objectives. It is a classical result that the Hochschild cohomology
HH‚pAq of an associative (unital) K-algebra A carries a natural Gerstenhaber alge-
bra structure [Ge]. Namely, one has an associative and graded commutative product
` : HHppAq bHHqpAq Ñ HHp`qpAq and a degree´1 Lie bracket t¨, ¨u : HHppAq b
HHqpAq Ñ HHp`q´1pAq, which are compatible in the sense that the degree´1 Poisson
algebra identity holds.
Structures of this kind do not only exist on Hochschild cohomology for associative
algebras but on quite a large class of cohomology groups which can be described as an
Ext-group, as ist the case forHH‚pAq “ Ext‚AepA,Aq if A is K-projective. For example,
if U is a K-bialgebra, then Ext‚U pK,Kq is a Gerstenhaber algebra again [Me2], and this is
even the case for Ext‚U pA,Aq, when U is a bialgebroid over a possibly noncommutative
algebra A, see [KoKr2, §3.6].
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Moreover, if the bialgebra is a Hopf algebra with involutive antipode, then Ext‚U pK,Kq
is even a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ (BV) algebra [Me2], that is, a Gerstenhaber algebra the
bracket of which measures the failure of the cyclic coboundaryB (whichwill be calledB in
the main text to better distinguish between homology and cohomology) to be a derivation
of the cup product, that is
tf, gu “ p´1qfBpf ` gq ´ p´1qf pBf ` gq ´ pf ` Bgq. (1.1)
An analogous statement for (left) Hopf algebroids pU,Aq, that is, when ExtU pA,Aq hap-
pens to be a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra appears to be more involved [Ko2]; this includes
the case for Hochschild cohomology as pAe, Aq can be seen as a Hopf algebroid (but not
as a Hopf algebra). It is known that the Gerstenhaber structure on Hochschild cohomol-
ogy does not always extend (or rather restrict) to a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra structure
but only in certain cases as, for example, symmetric algebras, certain Frobenius algebras,
as well as (twisted) Calabi-Yau algebras [Tr, LaZhZi, Gi, KoKr2]; a sufficiency criterion
when this is the case can be found in [Ko2].
On the other hand, if U is a braided (in the sense of quasi-triangular) bialgebra over
K, then the Gerstenhaber bracket on Ext‚U pK,Kq turns out to be zero [Tai, Rem. 5.4]. At
least for a cocommutative Hopf algebra, this can be directly seen from Eq. (1.1) together
with the fact that in this case one obtains B “ 0, as mentioned in [Me2, p. 321] again. In
general, the possible cohomological vanishing of the Gerstenhaber bracket can be consid-
ered a consequence from the fact that the binary operation up to homotopy on the cochain
complex inducing it, is homotopic to zero. This homotopy induces in turn a degree ´2
Lie bracket on cohomology, which together with the cup product makes it an e3-algebra.
The existence of an e3-algebra structure on the cohomology of a braided Hopf algebra (or
rather bialgebra) has been conjectured in [Me2, Conj. 25], inspired by a conjecture attrib-
uted to Kontsevich in [Sh2] that this is the case for the Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology
of a Hopf algebra. This in turn amounts to an Ext-group in the category of tetramod-
ules (or Hopf bimodules) [Tai, Cor. 3.9], or, in the finite dimensional case, equivalently to
an Ext-group over the Drinfel’d double as a braided bialgebra. In [Sh2, Sh1], Shoikhet
developed an approach based on n-fold monoidal abelian categories that implies that the
Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology groups indeed do carry the structure of an e3-algebra.
More recently, Ginot and Yalin [GiYa] showed how to obtain this from the E3-algebra
structure on the higher Hochschild complex of a E2-algebras given by the solution to the
higher Deligne conjecture. This indeed implies the existence of an E3-structure on the
deformation complex of a dg bialgebra, but an explicit expression for the degree ´2 Lie
bracket remains elusive.
There is, however, quite an explicit degree ´2 Lie bracket on the negative cyclic co-
homologyHC‚´pAq of, for example, a symmetric algebra A, obtained by Menichi [Me1]
generalising the construction of Chas-Sullivan’s string topology bracket [ChSu].
Since negative cyclic cohomology is related to Hochschild cohomology by a long exact
sequence (that is, a version of the so-called SBI sequence), it is therefore tempting to
presume that a possible braiding implies suitable vanishings such that the Chas-Sullivan-
Menichi bracket can be transferred to the Hochschild cohomology, inducing the Lie bracket
of the e3-algebra structure.
This motivated us to a deeper investigation of Menichi’s construction, leading to the
generalisation described in the present article. Namely, Menichi obtains his degree ´2
bracket on HC‚´pAq as a particular case of a more general construction, where the endo-
morphism operad HomKpAb‚, Aq is replaced by an arbitrary cyclic operad O with mul-
tiplication in the category of K-modules. Here we remark how this is, in turn, best seen
as a particular instance of a construction of a degree ´d ´ 2 Lie bracket on the negative
cyclic cohomology of a cyclic K-moduleM over O endowed with a distinguished degree
d cocycle inducing an isomorphism H‚pOq
„
ÝÑ H‚`dpMq. The Menichi bracket then
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corresponds to the special case of the cyclic operad O considered as a module over itself,
with distinguished degree zero cocycle given by the unit element.
The degree´d´ 2 Lie bracket onHC‚´pMq is obtained as a consequence of the exis-
tence of a noncommutative (or Cartan-Gerstenhaber) differential calculus up to homotopy
on the cocyclic bicomplex of M. We briefly remind the reader here that by this we es-
sentially mean the pair of a Gerstenhaber algebra pG, δ,`, t., .uq up to homotopy and a
mixed complex pM, b,Bq such thatM is both a module and a Lie module over the dg-Lie
algebra Gr1s by means of a contraction ι resp. a Lie derivative L, which obey a certain
Cartan homotopy generalising the known one from differential geometry, see §3 for all
details. Since we explicitly need to remain on the level of (co)chains instead of descending
to (co)homology, various homotopies S and T come into play. This has been more or
less explicitly outlined in [GDTs], where the case of Hochschild complex of an associative
superalgebra is considered. As soon as a special (Poincaré) duality element is given, one
has a natural Lie bracket on the cyclic cohomology ofM , generalising the de Thanhoffer
de Völcsey-Van den Bergh bracket, as well as a Lie bracket on the shifted negative cyclic
cohomology ofM , generalising the Chas-Sullivan-Menichi bracket. Moreover, the shifted
cohomology H‚´1pMq of M carries a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra structure and, if the
Gerstenhaber bracket vanishes, even an e3-algebra structure.
The existence of a noncommutative differential calculus up to homotopy on an operadic
(bi)module M over an operad O (in the category of K-modules) is not direct, but rather
a corollary of the fact that the K-linear dual M˚ carries a natural structure of a so-called
cyclic opposite module over the operad O in a sense described in [Ko1, §3] (called cyclic
comp modules therein): more precisely, it does not come as a surprise that M˚ becomes
an opposite module over O in the sense of loc. cit. If then O is even a cyclic operad (with
multiplication), by introducing the notion of a cyclic O-module, its linear dual is a cyclic
opposite O-module, which means that it carries the structure of a noncommutative (or
Cartan-Gerstenhaber) differential calculus up to homotopy. By adjunction via the natural
pairing betweenM andM˚, this reflects toM and yields a calculus onO-modules rather
than the already known construction using opposite modules from [Ko1].
We therefore directly consider the situation in which a cyclic opposite module N is
given over a (not necessarily cyclic) operad with multiplication O, and are able to present
a complete construction of a Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus associated with the pair pO,N q,
the trickiest part of which is exhibiting the (Gel’fand-Daletskiı˘-Tsygan) homotopy T . A
Poincaré duality element induces a natural Lie bracket on the (shifted) negative cyclic
homology of N , and one recovers the result in [dTVdB, Thm. 10.2] that inspired this
construction by simply applying it to the endomorphism operad for a d-Calabi-Yau algebra
along with the cyclic opposite module given by the Hochschild chain spaces. The operadic
formulation given here allows for the inclusion of more general situations, such as twisted
Calabi-Yau algebras, that is, those where the bimodule structure of the algebra over itself is
twisted by a Nakayama automorphism, which happens, e.g., for standard quantum groups,
Koszul algebras whose Koszul dual is Frobenius as, for example, Manin’s quantum plane
or still the Podles´ quantum 2-sphere [BrZh, VdB, Kr].
1.2. Main results. Our first main result, Theorem 4.11, then reads as follows; see the
main text for all technical details and notation.
Theorem A. Let M be a mixed complex. The Lie bracket on HC‚pMq induced by a
homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus with a duality cocycle has the form
rz, ws “ p´1qz´1βpppizq ` ppiwqq,
where pi : HC‚pMq Ñ H‚pMq and β : H‚pMq Ñ HC‚´1pMq are the canonical maps
appearing in Connes’ long exact sequence in cyclic cohomology.
Although not every mixed complex arises from a cyclic or cocyclic module, the way we
typically (but not necessarily) think of the mixed complex in Theorem A is by considering
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M as a cosimplicial complex with a cocyclic operator τ , from which one builds the cyclic
boundary B (which will be later called B for better distinction) of degree ´1 in this case.
Observe at this point that applying Theorem A to the complexM i :“ N´i, where N is
a chain complexes with a cyclic coboundary B of degree `1, one obtains a statement on
negative cyclic homology of N .
The probably most powerful class of examples for this theorem is given by the so-called
cyclic opposite modules over operads with multiplication. To this end, the noncommutative
calculus operations for cyclic opposite modules over operads with multiplication given
in [Ko1] has to be extended by explicitly giving a formula for the so-called Gelfan’d-
Daletskiı˘-Tsygan homotopy T , which reads:
T : Oppq bOpqq bN pnq Ñ N pn´ p´ q ` 2q,
pϕ, ψ, xq ÞÑ
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1pxq,
where O is an operad with multiplication and N a cyclic opposite O-module. In the
context of associative algebras, this homotopy has been alluded to in [GDTs], but to our
knowledge no explicit expression has appeared in the literature before, let alone in the
operadic context. We then obtain (see again the main text for notation and definitions):
Theorem B. Writing T pϕ, ψq :“ T pϕ, ψ, ¨q, one separately has for all ϕ, ψ P O
rιψ,Lϕs ´ ιtψ,ϕu “ rb, T pϕ, ψqs ´ T pδϕ, ψq ´ p´1q
ϕ´1T pϕ, δψq
on N along with
rSψ,Lϕs ´ Stψ,ϕu “ rB, T pϕ, ψqs,
for ϕ, ψ P sO on the normalised complex N . Both formulae unite to give the Gelfan’d-
Daletskiı˘-Tsygan homotopy formula
rιψ ` Sψ,Lϕs ´ ιtψ,ϕu ´ Stψ,ϕu “ rb`B, T pϕ, ψqs ´ T pδϕ, ψq ´ p´1q
p´1T pϕ, δψq
on N for ϕ, ψ P sO.
Putting together the two preceding theorems, we formulate as a corollary (Theorem 6.15
in the main text):
CorollaryC. Let pO, µ, eq be an operad with multiplication andN a cyclic unital opposite
O-module. Assume we have Poincaré duality betweenO andN , i.e., there is a cocycle ζ P
N pdq such that the map O Ñ N defined by ϕ ÞÑ iϕζ “ ϕ a ζ induces an isomorphism
Hd´ppOq – HppN q. Then the negative cyclic homology HC
´
‚ pN q carries a degree
p1´ dq Lie bracket defined by
rz, ws “ p´1qz`dβpppizq ` ppiwqq,
where pi : HC´p pN q Ñ HppN q and β : HppN q Ñ HC
´
p`1pN q are the natural operations
in Connes’ long exact sequence in negative cyclic homology, and where ` : HppN q b
HqpN q Ñ Hp`q´dpN q is induced via the Poincaré duality.
In Section 5, we consider a dual approach, in the sense that instead of restricting the
homotopy calculus from the periodic cocyclic complex to the cocyclic bicomplex, we con-
sider the induced calculus on the quotient complex leading to negative cyclic cohomology.
If then again a duality cocycle is given, we obtain in Theorems 5.4 & 5.6:
Theorem D. LetM be a mixed complex. Then a homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus
with a duality cocycle induces a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra structure pH‚´1pMq, t¨, ¨u,`
, Bq on the (shifted) cohomology of M . Moreover, the degree ´2 Chas-Sullivan-Menichi
bracket
r¨, ¨s : HC‚´1´ pMq bHC
‚´1
´ pMq Ñ HC
‚´1
´ pMqr´2s
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on (shifted) negative cyclic cohomology, defined by
rx, ys :“ p´1qxjppβxq ` pβyqq,
is a Lie bracket and has the property
βr¨, ¨s “ tβp¨q, βp¨qu,
where j : H‚pMq Ñ HC‚´pMq and β : HC
‚
´pMq Ñ H
‚´1pMq are the canonical maps
appearing in the long exact sequence relating the cohomology ofM to its negative cyclic
cohomology.
As discussed before, an interesting situation arises when the BV-bracket t¨, ¨u vanishes
onH‚´1pMq. An immediate consequence is then Theorem 5.7, which we state as a corol-
lary here:
Corollary E. If t¨, ¨u vanishes identically onH‚´1pMq, then
tx, yu :“ p´1qxpBxq ` pByq
defines a degree´2 Lie bracket onH‚´1pMq such that jtx, yu “ rjx, jys andBtx, yu “
0. This bracket turns
`
H‚´1pMq,`, t ¨, ¨u
˘
into an e3-algebra.
We alreadymentioned that a large class of examples to which TheoremD can be applied
is given by (bi)modules over operads if they are endowed with a cyclic operation so as to
obtain a homotopy calculus on them. More precisely, in Theorem 7.7 we show:
Theorem F. The datum of a cyclic module pM, τq over a cyclic operad with multiplication
pO, µ, e, τq induces a noncommutative differential calculus onM overO.
In particular, we can putM “ O, and this way, along with the aforementionedTheorem
D, we obtain in Theorem 7.9 what we formulate as a corollary here:
Corollary G. For a cyclic operad with multiplicationO, one has
tψ, ϕu “ p´1qψ
`
Lψϕ´ p´1q
ψϕLϕψ ´Bpψ ` ϕq
˘
“ ´ψ ` Bpϕq ` p´1qpϕ´1qψBpϕ ` ψq ´ p´1qpϕ´1qpψ´1qϕ ` Bpψq
´ p´1qpϕ´1qψδ
`
Sϕψq ` p´1q
pϕ´1qψSδϕψ ` p´1q
pϕ´1qpψ´1qSϕδψ
` p´1qϕδpSψϕq ` p´1q
ψSψδϕ` p´1q
ψ`ϕ´1Sδψϕ
on the normalised complex O. In particular, the cohomology groups H‚pOq carry the
structure of a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra.
The last statement in Corollary G has been first proven in [Me1, Thm. 1.4]. Combining
Theorems D & F, one recovers Corollary 1.5 in op. cit., which states that the negative
cyclic cohomology of a cyclic operad is endowed with a Lie bracket of degree´2.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we recall some general standard facts about cyclic (co)homology in
the form they will be needed in the subsequent sections; see, for example, [Lo] for an
exhaustive treatment.
In order to fix notation, throughout the whole paper we will work over a fixed character-
istic zero field K, and pM‚, bq will be a cochain complex over K, i.e., a Z-graded K-vector
spaceM‚ “
À
iPZM
i together with a degree 1 differential
b : M‚ ÑM‚r1s
such that b2 “ 0. HereM‚r1s denotes the shifted graded vector space pM‚r1sqi “M i`1.
We denote byH‚pMq the cohomology of pM, bq.
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Example 2.1. Let pN‚, bq be a chain complex over K, i.e., a Z-graded K-vector space
N‚ “
À
iPZNi together with a degree ´1 differential b : Ni Ñ Ni´1 such that b
2 “ 0.
Out of pN‚, bq one can define two cochain complexes. The first one consists in setting
M i “ N´i with differential b : M i Ñ M i`1 given by b : N´i Ñ N´i´1. In this case we
haveH‚pMq “ H´‚pNq, whereHipNq denotes the i-th homology group of pN‚, bq. The
second one consists in settingM i “ HomKpNi,Kq with differential b given by the adjoint
of b, that is, by b˚ : HomKpNi,Kq Ñ HomKpNi`1,Kq. In this case we have H‚pNq :“
H‚pMq, and we callHipNq the i-th cohomology group of pN‚, bq.
Definition 2.2. A cyclic differential on pM‚, bq is a degree´1 differential
B : M‚ ÑM‚r´1s
such that B2 “ 0 and rB, bs “ 0. Here rB, bs is the graded commutator rB, bs “ Bb` bB
and such a datum pM‚, b,Bq is usually referred to as mixed complex [Kas].
Example 2.3. If pN‚, bq is a chain complex, a cyclic differential on N‚ is a degree 1
differential B such that B2 “ 0 and rB, bs “ 0 such that pN‚, b, Bq is a mixed complex.
It naturally induces cyclic differentials on the cochain complexesM i “ N´i and M i “
HomKpNi,Kq of Example 2.1.
Remark 2.4. Thus a mixed complex is both a chain and a cochain complex and a priori
there is a complete symmetry between the given boundary and coboundary operator. How-
ever, in the spirit of [Kas], we shall view b (resp. b) as the “main” differential and consider
B (resp. B) as an additional datum that “perturbs” the complex pM‚, bq (resp. pN‚, bq).
To better distinguish whether we consider a cochain or a chain complex as the main com-
plex, we will sometimes use the (slightly misleading) terminology of mixed cochain (resp.
chain) complex.
Remark 2.5. As rB, bs “ 0, the differentialB is a morphism of complexesB : pM‚, bq Ñ
pM‚r´1s, br´1sq and so it induces a linear operator (which we will denote by the same
symbol) B : H‚pMq Ñ H‚´1pMq. This operator can be seen as a degree ´1 differential
onH‚pMq.
It is convenient to introduce a degree`2 variable u and consider the graded vector space
M‚rru, u´1ss, whose graded components are
M rru, u´1ssn “
ź
i`2j“n
M iuj .
Then the two differentials b andB onM‚ define the Kru, u´1s-linear differential of degree
1
du “ b` uB
onM‚rru, u´1ss.
Definition 2.6. Let pM‚, b,Bq be a mixed cochain complex. The periodic cocyclic com-
plex CC‚perpMq ofM
‚ is the cochain complex pM‚rru, u´1ss, duq. The cocyclic complex
CC‚pMq is the subcomplex pM‚rruss, duq of CC‚perpMq; its cohomology will be called
the cyclic cohomology of M‚ and denoted by HC‚pMq. The negative cocyclic complex
CC‚´pMq is the quotient complex pM
‚rru, u´1ss{uM‚rruss, duq of CC‚perpMq; its coho-
mology will be called the negative cyclic cohomology ofM‚ and denotedHC‚´pMq.
Definition 2.7. Let pN‚, b, Bq be a mixed (chain) complex and let pM‚, b,Bq be the mixed
(cochain) complex defined byM i :“ N´i. Define then
HC´´‚pNq :“ HC
‚pMq, (2.1)
and we call HC´i pNq the i-th negative cyclic homology group of pN‚, b, Bq. If instead
pM‚, b,Bq is the mixed (cochain) complex defined by M i :“ HomKpNi,Kq, we then
define HC‚´pNq :“ HC
‚
´pMq, and call HC
i
´pNq the i-th negative cyclic cohomology
group of the mixed (chain) complex pN‚, b, Bq.
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Remark 2.8. We remind the reader that in our definition the cochain complex M is not
concentrated in positive degree. By drawing a picture of the full bicomplex, it is clear that
in the cohomology case the negative cocyclic complex is truncated. For a chain complex
N proceeding as in Eq. (2.1) and analogously for the definition of the cyclic homology of
N , a point reflection at the origin brings the bicomplex into the customary form where the
cyclic complex is the truncated one.
For completeness, although we are not going to use this fact, we also mention thatHC‚
can be seen as dual toHC´‚ if considered as a Krus-module [Lo, §5.1.17].
Lemma 2.9. There is a short exact sequence of complexes
0Ñ CC‚pMqr´2s
u
ÝÑ CC‚pMq
ev0ÝÝÑM‚ Ñ 0, (2.2)
where the first map is multiplication by u and the second map is evaluation at u “ 0. As a
consequence, we have a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HCn´2pMq
S
ÝÑ HCnpMq
π
ÝÑ HnpMq
β
ÝÑ HCn´1pMq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (2.3)
Remark 2.10. For later use, observe that the subcomplex pkerB, bq of pM‚, bq is a sub-
complex of
`
CC‚pMq, du
˘
via the obvious inclusion M‚ Ď M‚rru, u´1ss, whereas
pM‚, bq is in general not.
Remark 2.11. The long exact sequence in (2.3) is of course Connes’ long exact sequence
(the SBI-sequence) in cohomological form, see, for example, [Lo, §2.4.4]. In this lan-
guage, the periodicity operator S is simply given by multiplication with u. Keeping in
mind Definition 2.7, observe furthermore that for a mixed (chain) complex pN‚, b, Bq, the
short exact sequence (2.2) reads
0Ñ CC´‚ pNqr2s ÝÑ CC
´
‚ pNq ÝÑ N‚ Ñ 0,
which in turn induces the long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HC´n`2pNq Ñ HC
´
n pNq
π
ÝÑ HnpNq
β
ÝÑ HC´n`1pNq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.4)
connecting the negative cyclic homology of pN‚, b, Bq to the homology of pN‚, bq.
Lemma 2.12. The connecting homomorphism β : HnpMq Ñ HCn´1pMq in the long
exact sequence (2.3) is given by βrms “ rBms.
Proof. Given a b-cohomology class rms inHnpMq, consider its representative elementm
in Mn, and choose a power series xpuq in CCnpMq such that xp0q “ m. An obvious
choice is to take the constant power series xpuq ” m. We apply the differential du to this
power series getting the element
dum “ bm` uBm “ uBm,
where we used the fact that m is a b-cocycle. Finally, we have to take the cohomology
class of an element in CCn´1pMq which is mapped to uBm by multiplication with u, and
this is obviously Bm. 
Lemma 2.13. We have a short exact sequence of complexes
0ÑM‚ Ñ CC‚´pMq Ñ CC
‚
´pMqr2s Ñ 0,
where the first map is the inclusion of M‚ as (equivalence classes of) constant Laurent
series with coefficients inM‚ and the second map is the multiplication by u. As a conse-
quence, we have a long exact sequence in cohomology
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HnpMq
j
ÝÑ HCn´pMq
S
ÝÑ HCn`2´ pMq
β
ÝÑ Hn`1pMq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.5)
connecting negative cyclic cohomology of pM‚, b,Bq to the cohomology of pM‚, bq.
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Proof. As multiplication by u maps the subcomplex uM‚rruss into itself, it defines a mor-
phism of complexes
u : CC‚´pMq Ñ CC
‚
´pMqr2s,
which is clearly surjective as the morphism
u : CC‚perpMq Ñ CC
‚
perpMq
is an isomorphism. Therefore we have a short exact sequence of complexes
0Ñ kerpuq Ñ CC‚´pMq
u
ÝÑ CC‚´pMqr2s Ñ 0,
and we are left to determine the subcomplex kerpuq. By definition, an element in kerpuq
is represented by the constant term and polar part of a Laurent series fpuq in the variable
u (with coefficients inM‚) such that ufpuq is an element in uM rruss. This last condition
implies that fpuq is actually an element in M rruss so it is (uniquely) represented by an
element inM‚ (corresponding to its constant term). 
Lemma 2.14. The connecting homomorphism β : HCn´pMq Ñ H
n´1pMq from the long
exact sequence (2.5) is given by βrf s “ rBf0s, where f0 is the coefficient of u0 in the
Laurent series f . In particular, the composition
H‚pMq
j
ÝÑ HC‚´pMq
β
ÝÑ H‚´1pMq (2.6)
on cohomology is the operator B : H‚pMq Ñ H‚´1pMq from Remark 2.5.
Proof. Given a cohomology class rf s in HCn´pMq, let us pick a representative f in
CCn´pMq. We can choose f to be a Laurent series with only constant term and polar
part such that duf lies in uM‚rruss. Writing
f “
0ÿ
n“´8
f´nu
n
and duf “ bf ` uBf , this means that duf ´ uBf0 “ 0, that is to say
duf “ uBf0. (2.7)
To compute βrf s we have to pick a preimage of f in CCn´2´ pMq for the map given by
the multiplication by u. Such a preimage is clearly given by the (equivalence class of) the
Laurent series u´1f . Apply the differential du to this element to get
dupu
´1fq “ u´1duf “ Bf0,
by Eq. (2.7). Now we only need to pick up an element in Mn´1 mapped to Bf0 by the
inclusionMn´1 Ñ CCn´1´ pMq, which clearly is Bf0 itself, and to take its cohomology
class. 
3. CARTAN CALCULI
In this section, we introduce the notion of a Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus up to ho-
motopy in the spirit of the noncommutative differential calculus in the sense of Nest-
Tamarkin-Tsygan [NTs, TaTs].
Definition 3.1. Let pM‚, b,Bq be a mixed cochain complex, and let pg‚, δ, t¨, ¨uq be a
dg-Lie algebra. A homotopy pre-Cartan calculus of g‚ on CC‚perpMq is the datum of a
contraction operator (or cap product)
ι : g‚ bM‚ ÑM‚r1s,
of a Lie derivative
L : g‚ bM‚ ÑM‚,
and of an operator
S : g‚ bM‚ ÑM‚r´1s
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such that $’&
’%
Lf “ rB, ιf s ` rb,Sf s ` Sδf ,
rb, ιf s ` ιδf “ 0,
rB,Sf s “ 0,
(3.1)
when we look at ιf , Lf and Sf as endomorphisms of the graded vector spaceM‚.
Lemma 3.2. Extend ιf ,Lf and Sf by Kru, u
´1s-linearity to operators onCC‚perpMq, and
let
I : g‚ b CC‚perpMq Ñ CC
‚
perpMqr1s
be the operator I “ ι` uS. Then
uLf “ rdu, If s ` Iδf . (3.2)
Moreover, I and L induce, by restriction or by induced action on the quotient, opera-
tors (which we will denote by the same symbols) obeying relation (3.2) on CC‚pMq and
CC‚´pMq.
Proof. It is immediate to check that the single Equation (3.2) is actually equivalent to
the three Equations (3.1). As I and L preserve the subcomplexes pM rruss, duq and
puM rruss, duq of CC‚perpMq, the second part of the statement follows. 
Remark 3.3. It follows from Eq. (3.2) that uLf acts trivially onHC‚perpMq, onHC
‚pMq
and on HC‚´pMq. Since the multiplication by u is invertible in CC
‚
perpMq, also Lf acts
trivially onHC‚perpMq. However, since multiplication with u is not invertible in CC
‚pMq
and on CC‚´pMq, the Lie derivative Lf may act nontrivially on cyclic and negative cyclic
cohomologies.
For the evident similarity of the identity (3.2) that holds on the cyclic bicomplex with
the classical Cartan formula, one might want to call the operator I “ ι ` uS as the cyclic
cap product.
Lemma 3.4. The degree zero operator L satisfies
rdu,Lf s ´ Lδf “ 0, (3.3)
and therefore defines a morphism of complexes L : g‚ Ñ EndpCC‚perpMqrnsq for any n P
Z. This induces morphisms of complexes L : g‚ Ñ EndpCC‚pMqrnsq and on L : g‚ Ñ
EndpCC‚´pMqrnsq, for any n P Z.
Proof. We have
rdu, uLf s ´ uLδf “ rdu, rdu, If s ` Iδf s ´ rdu, Iδf s ´ Iδ2f
“
1
2
rrdu, dus, If s ` rdu, Iδf s ´ rdu, Iδf s “ 0.
Multiplying by u´1 we find rdu,Lf s ´ Lδf “ 0. 
Remark 3.5. Equation (3.3) is equivalent to the pair of equations#
rb,Lf s ´ Lδf “ 0,
rB,Lf s “ 0,
which can be easily directly derived from Eqs. (3.1).
Remark 3.6. In particular, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that if f is a cocycle in g‚ and ζ is
a cocycle in CC‚perpMq (resp., in CC
‚pMq, and in CC‚´pMq), then Lfζ is a cocycle in
CC‚perpMq (resp., in CC
‚pMq, and in CC‚´pMq).
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Definition 3.7. A homotopy Cartan calculus on CC‚perpMq is a homotopy pre-Cartan
calculus pg‚, ι,L,Sq onCC‚perpMq endowed with a Gelfan’d-Daletskiı˘-Tsygan homotopy,
that is, with an operator
T : g‚ b g‚ bM‚ ÑM‚
such that
rIf ,Lgs ´ Itf,gu “ rdu, T pf, gqs ´ T pδf, gq ´ p´1q
fT pf, δgq, (3.4)
where T has been extended Kru, u´1s-linearly to CC‚perpMq.
Remark 3.8. Equation (3.4) is equivalent to#
rιf ,Lgs ´ ιtf,gu “ rb, T pf, gqs ´ T pδf, gq ´ p´1q
fT pf, δgq,
rSf ,Lgs ´ Stf,gu “ rB, T pf, gqs,
(3.5)
Remark 3.9. The operator T and the identity (3.4) implicitly appeared in the context of
associative algebras for the first time (cf. Example 3.13) in [GDTs]; hence its name. We
will see more general examples arising from operads in §6–7.
Lemma 3.10. Looking at L as a map L : gÑ EndpM rru, u´1ssq, we have
Ltf,gu “ rLf ,Lgs. (3.6)
Proof. Applying rdu,´s to both sides of Eq. (3.4), we get
rdu, Itf,gus “ rdu, rIf ,Lgss ´ rdu, rdu, T pf, gqss ` rdu, T pδf, gqs ` p´1q
f rdu, T pf, δgqs
“ rrdu, If s,Lgs ´ p´1q
f rIf , rdu,Lgss ` rdu, T pδf, gqs
` p´1qf rdu, T pf, δgqs.
By means of (3.2) and (3.3), we rewrite the above identity as
uLtf,gu ´ Iδtf,gu “ ruLf ´ Iδf ,Lgs ´ p´1q
f rIf ,Lδgs ` rdu, T pδf, gqs
` p´1qf rdu, T pf, δgqs
“ urLf ,Lgs ´ rIδf ,Lgs ´ p´1q
f rIf ,Lδgs ` rdu, T pδf, gqs
` p´1qf rdu, T pf, δgqs.
By the Gelfan’d-Daletskiı˘-Tsygan homotopy (3.4), we have
rIδf ,Lgs “ Itδf,gu ` rdu, T pδf, gqs ´ T pδ
2f, gq ` p´1qfT pδf, δgq
“ Itδf,gu ` rdu, T pδf, gqs ` p´1q
fT pδf, δgq
and
rIf ,Lδgs “ Itf,δgu ` rdu, T pf, δgqs ´ T pδf, δgq ´ p´1q
fT pf, δ2gq
“ Itf,δgu ` rdu, T pf, δgqs ´ T pδf, δgq.
Hence, we get
´rIδf ,Lgs ´ p´1q
f rIf ,Lδgs ` rdu, T pδf, gqs ` p´1q
f rdu, T pf, δgqs
“ ´Itδf,gu ´ p´1q
fItf,δgu
“ ´Iδtf,gu,
and so finally
uLtf,gu “ urLf ,Lgs.
Since multiplication by u is an automorphism of M rru, u´1ss, this gives Ltf,gu “
rLf ,Lgs. 
From Lemmata 3.4 & 3.10 together, we obtain the following:
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Corollary 3.11. The Lie derivative L defines a g‚-dg-module structure on CC‚perpMqrns
for any n P Z. This induces a g‚-dg-module structure both on CC‚pMqrns as well as on
CC‚´pMqrns, for any n P Z.
In view of Lemmata 2.9 & 2.13, we will be mainly interested in the case n “ 2 and
n “ ´2.
Example 3.12. For a smooth manifold P , consider the dg-Lie algebra pX pP q, 0, r., .sSNq
of smooth multivector fields equipped with the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket, along with the
mixed complex pΩpP q, 0, ddRq of differential forms equippedwith the de Rham differential
d “ ddR. In this case, ι and L are the customary contraction resp. Lie derivative of forms
along (multivector) fields, whereas S and T can be chosen almost arbitrarily as the chain
differential vanishes: for example, take S “ T “ 0. Eqs. (3.1)–(3.4) then become the
well-known identities
L “ rι, ds, rd,Ls “ 0, rL, ιs “ ιr.,.sSN , Lr.,.sSN “ rL,Ls (3.7)
from differential (or algebraic) geometry. Dually, the dg-Lie algebra pX pP q, 0, r., .sSNq
also acts on itself, or rather on pX pP q, 0, dCEq, where the differential dCE is given by the
customary Chevalley-Eilenberg differential that defines Lie algebra homology. Somewhat
less present in the literature, defining ιXpY q “ X ^ Y for two multivector fields X
and Y , one obtains formulae analogous to those in (3.7) when using the Lie derivative
on multivector fields along multivector fields themselves. We will, however, see more
interesting examples in the forthcoming sections.
Example 3.13. Let A be an associative algebra over a commutative ring k, and consider
the mixed complex pC‚pA,Aq, b, Bq of (normalised) Hochschild chainsCnpA,Aq :“ Ab
A
bn
with Hochschild boundary b and Connes’ cyclic coboundaryB, that is,
bpa0, . . . , anq “
n´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qipa0, . . . , aiai`1, . . . , anq ` p´1q
npana0, a1, . . . , an´1q,
Bpa0, . . . , anq “
nÿ
i“0
p´1qinp1, ai`1, . . . , an, a0, . . . , aiq,
see, for example, [Lo, §2.5.10], where for compactness in notation, we have written
pa0, . . . , anq :“ a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an for a (normalised) Hochschild chain. Furthermore, let
ϕ, ψ P C
‚
pA,Aq be (normalised) Hochschild cochains of degree p and q, respectively
(that is, elements in HomkpAb‚, Aq that vanish on elements pa1, . . . , anq if one of the ai
is equal to 1). Then the formulae
ιϕpa0, . . . , anq “
`
a0ϕpa1, . . . , apq, ap`1, . . . , an
˘
,
Lϕpa0, . . . , anq “
n´p`1ÿ
i“1
p´1qpp´1qpi´1q
`
a0, . . . , ai´1, ϕpai, . . . , ai`p´1q, ai`p, . . . , an
˘
`
pÿ
i“1
p´1qnpi´1q`pp´1q
`
ϕpan´i`2, . . . , an, a0, . . . , ai`p´2q, ai`p´1, . . . , an´i`1
˘
,
Sϕpa0, . . . , anq “
n´p`1ÿ
j“1
n´p`1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pp´1qpi´1q
`
1A, an´j`2, . . . , an, a0, . . . , ai´1,
ϕpai, . . . , ai`p´1q, ai`p, . . . , an´j`1
˘
,
T pϕ, ψqpa0, . . . , anq “
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p
`
ϕpan´j`2, . . . , an, a0, a1, . . . , ap´i´1,
ψpap´i, . . . , ap`q´i´1q, ap`q´i, . . . , ap`q´1´jq, ap`q´j , . . . , an
˘
define a homotopy Cartan calculus in the sense of Def. 3.7, when considering
pC‚pA,Aq, b, Bq as a mixed (cochain) complex by passing to negative degrees as in Ex-
ample 2.3, resp. Eq. (2.1). These formulae explicitly appeared, with the exception of T ,
in [NTs]. The corresponding formulae for the case of Aσ , that is, where the coefficient
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module A as an A-bimodule is twisted by a Nakayama automorphism σ can be found
in [KoKr2, §7.2]. In the case of Frobenius or (twisted) Calabi-Yau algebras (cf. Exam-
ple 6.17), one can even define a homotopy calculus structure of Hochschild cochains over
themselves: the main difficulty here consists in finding a cyclic operator on C‚pA,Aq
which does not always exist but does so if A is what is called an anti Yetter-Drinfel’d
contramodule over Ae “ A b Aop, see [Ko2] for a treatment. The corresponding calcu-
lus structure can then be obtained by the specific form of the cyclic operator (see op. cit.,
Eq. (6.7), for the explicit expression depending on the contraaction) and of the operators
in Theorem 7.7, see below.
It is immediate from the definition that a homotopy Cartan calculus on CC‚pMq (resp.
CC‚´pMq) induces a Cartan calculus (with zero homotopy) of the cohomology of g
‚ on
the (negative) cyclic cohomology ofM‚.
Definition 3.14. Let pg‚,L, I, T q be a homotopy Cartan calculus on CC‚perpMq, and let
G‚
g
:“ g‚r´1s. The datum of a L-homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure on G‚
g
is the
datum of a differential graded associative (not necessarily commutative) algebra structure
pG‚
g
, δr´1s,`q such that
ι : Gg Ñ EndpM
‚q
is a morphism of dga’s, that is to say, it satisfies
ιf`g “ ιf ιg, (3.8)
in addition to rιf , bs ` ιδf “ 0 from (3.1). We refer to the product`: Gig b G
j
g Ñ G
i`j
g as
the cup product. When this additional datum is given, we say that pg‚, ι,L,S, T q defines
a homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus on CC‚perpMq.
Remark 3.15. By dgca we will always mean a unital differential graded commutative
algebra, and morphisms between these will be required to be unit preserving. In particular,
ι will satisfy
ι1Gg “ IdM‚ ,
where 1Gg is the unit element of Gg.
Remark 3.16. In the literature, G‚
g
is usually required to be a Gerstenhaber algebra (at
least up to homotopy), therefore it might come as a surprise that we do not ask for the
compatibility between the cup product ` and the Lie bracket t¨, ¨u. The reason is that the
morphism L : g‚ Ñ EndpCC‚perpMqrnsq actually does see G
‚
g
as a Gerstenhaber algebra
up to homotopy. We will detail this in Corollaries 3.19 & 3.20.
In the following proposition and the subsequent three corollaries, we are going to show
that L and I satisfy the customary formulae for Cartan calculi, up to homotopy. We will
correspondingly write a » b to indicate that a is homotopic to b.
Proposition 3.17. For any homogeneous f, g in g‚, we have
Lf`g » LfIg ´ p´1q
fIfLg.
More precisely, let Φf,g :“ Sf`g ´ SfIg ´ IfSg ` uSfSg . Then,
Lf`g “ LfIg ´ p´1q
fIfLg ` rdu,Φf,gs ` Φδf,g ´ p´1q
fΦf,δg. (3.9)
In particular, if f and g are cocycles, Lf`g acts as LfIg ´ p´1q
fIfLg on HC
‚
perpMq,
onHC‚pMq, and onHC‚´pMq.
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Proof. We work on CC‚perpMq first. From ιf`g “ ιf ιg , we get
If`g “ ιf`g ` uSf`g
“ ιf ιg ` uSf`g
“ pIf ´ uSf qpIg ´ uSgq ` uSf`g
“ If Ig ` upSf`g ´ SfIg ´ IfSg ` uSfSgq
“ If Ig ` uΦf,g.
From If`g “ If Ig ` uΦf,g, on the other hand, we get
uLf`g “ rdu, If`gs ` Iδpf`gq
“ rdu, If`gs ` Iδf`g ´ p´1q
fIf`δg
“ rdu, If Igs ` urdu,Φf,gs ` Iδf Ig ´ p´1q
fIf Iδg ` uΦδf,g ´ p´1q
fuΦf,δg
“ duIf Ig ´ p´1q
f`gIf Igdu ` Iδf Ig ´ p´1q
fIf Iδg ` uprdu,Φf,gs
` Φδf,g ´ p´1q
fΦf,δgq
“ duIf Ig ` p´1q
fIf duIg ´ p´1q
f pIf duIg ` p´1q
gIf Igduq ` Iδf Ig
´ p´1qfIf Iδg ` uprdu,Φf,gs ` Φδf,g ´ p´1q
fΦf,δgq
“ pduIf ` p´1q
fIf du ` Iδf qIg ´ p´1q
fIf pduIg ` p´1q
gIgdu ` Iδgq
` uprdu,Φf,gs ` Φδf,g ´ p´1q
fΦf,δgq
“ upLfIg ´ p´1q
fIfLg ` rdu,Φf,gs ` Φδf,g ´ p´1q
fΦf,δgq.
As multiplication by u is an invertible operator on CC‚perpMq, this concludes the proof of
identity (3.9) on the periodic cocyclic complex. As I, L and Φ preserve the subcomplexes
pM rruss, duq and puM rruss, duq of CC‚perpMq, identity (3.9) is also an identity on the
subcomplex CC‚pMq and on the quotient CC‚´pMq of CC
‚
perpMq. The second part of
the statement is immediate. 
Corollary 3.18. For any homogeneous f, g in g‚, one has
Lf`g » Lf ιg ´ p´1q
f ιfLg.
More precisely,
Lf`g “ Lf ιg ´ p´1q
f ιfLg ` rb, Sf`g ´ Sf ιg ´ ιfSgs ` Sδf`g ´ Sδf ιg ´ ιδfSg
´ p´1qf pSf`δg ´ Sf ιδg ´ ιfSδgq.
Proof. Look at the coefficient of u0 in the identity Lf`g “ LfIg ´ p´1qfIfLg `
rΦf,g, dus ` Φδf,g ´ p´1q
fΦf,δg . 
Corollary 3.19. For any homogeneous f, g in G‚
g
, one has
Lf`g ´ p´1q
fgLg`f » 0.
More precisely,
Lf`g ´ p´1q
fgLg`f “ rdu, p´1q
fT pf, gq ´ p´1qpf´1qgT pg, fq ` Φf,g ´ p´1q
fgΦg,f s
´ p´1qfT pδf, gq ` T pf, δgq
` p´1qpf´1qgT pδg, fq ´ p´1qfgT pg, δfq
` Φδf,g ` p´1q
fΦf,δg ´ p´1q
fgpΦδg,f ` p´1q
gΦg,δf q.
In particular, we have Lf`g “ p´1q
fgLg`f on cohomology.
Proof. Straightforward computation using (3.9) and (3.4), and recalling that the degree of
f and g in G‚
g
is their degree in g‚ minus 1. 
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Corollary 3.20. For any homogeneous f, g in G‚
g
, one has
Ltf,g`hu » Ltf,gu`h ` p´1q
pf´1qgLg`tf,hu.
More precisely,
Ltf,g`hu “Ltf,gu`h ` p´1q
pf´1qgLg`tf,hu
` rdu,´Φtf,gu,h ´ p´1q
pf´1qgΦg,tf,hu ` p´1q
fpg`hqLgT ph, fq
´ p´1qpf´1qpg´1qT pg, fqLh ´ p´1q
f rLf ,Φg,hss
´ p´1qpf´1qpg`h´1qLg
`
T pδh, fq ´ p´1qhT ph, δfq
˘
` p´1qpf´1qpg´1q
`
T pδg, fq ´ p´1qgT pg, δfq
˘
Lh
` p´1qf rLδf ,Φg,hs ´ p´1q
fpg`hqLδgT ph, fq ´ p´1q
fgT pg, fqLδh
` rLf ,Φδg,hs ` p´1q
grLf ,Φg,δhs
´ Φtδf,gu,h ` p´1q
fΦtf,δgu,h ` p´1q
f`gΦtf,gu,δh
´ p´1qpf´1qgΦδg,tf,h,u ´ p´1q
fgΦg,tδf,hu ` p´1q
fpg´1qΦg,tf,δhu.
Hence, we have Ltf,g`hu “ Ltf,gu`h ` p´1q
pf´1qgLg`tf,hu on cohomology.
Proof. Again, a straightforward computation using (3.9) and (3.4) along with (3.6), and
recalling that the degree of f and g in G‚
g
is their degree in g‚ minus 1. 
Corollary 3.21. Looking at L as a morphism L : H‚pgq Ñ EndpHC‚pMqq of graded Lie
algebras, one has that H‚pGgq{ kerpLr´1sq is a Gerstenhaber algebra. The same is true
if we look at L as a morphism L : H‚pgq Ñ EndpHC‚´pMqq.
Clearly, the statement of Corollary 3.21 is true also if we look at L as a morphism
L : H‚pgq Ñ EndpHC‚perpMqq. In this case, however, the statement is trivial since, by
Remark 3.3, the morphism L : H‚pgq Ñ EndpHC‚perpMqq is the zero map.
4. INDUCED LIE BRACKETS ON CYCLIC COHOMOLOGY
In this section, we develop the abstract construction underlying the higher bracket on
negative cyclic homology of Calabi-Yau algebras in [dTVdB] and show how this naturally
arises from a general homotopy calculus in presence of a certain duality isomorphism.
Let pg‚,L, I, T q for the rest of this section be a homotopyCartan-Gerstenhaber calculus
on CC‚perpMq. By restriction, this induces a homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus on
CC‚pMq. By Lemma 3.10, the Lie derivativeL defines a dg-Lie algebra module structure
on CC‚pMq, which allows us to form a semidirect product with a canonical differential
and Lie bracket on it. More precisely:
Definition 4.1. The dg-Lie algebra g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s is the cochain complex g‚ ‘
CC‚pMqr´2s endowed with the Lie bracket“
pf, xq, pg, yq
‰
:“
`
tf, gu,Lfy ´ p´1q
g xLgx
˘
. (4.1)
Remark 4.2. The dg-Lie algebra g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s fits into a short exact sequence of
complexes
0Ñ CC‚pMqr´2s Ñ g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s Ñ gÑ 0,
where the rightmost arrow is the projection on the first factor and the leftmost arrow is the
inclusion of the second factor. As the projection g‚˙CC‚pMqr´2s Ñ g is a morphism of
dg-Lie algebras, CC‚pMqr´2s is a dg-Lie ideal (and so in particular a dg-Lie subalgebra)
of g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s. Notice that the Lie bracket on CC‚pMqr´2s is the trivial one.
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As for any dg-Lie algebra, g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s can be twisted by adding to its dif-
ferential the degree 1 linear operator rph, ξq,´s, where ph, ξq is a Maurer-Cartan ele-
ment. As CC‚pMqr´2s ãÑ g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s is the inclusion of a dg-Lie subalgebra,
where on CC‚pMqr´2s we have the trivial bracket, if ξ is a Maurer-Cartan element in
CC‚pMqr´2s, that is, if ξ is a cocycle in CC´1pMq, then p0, ξq is a Maurer-Cartan el-
ement for g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s. The commutator rp0, ξq,´s acts on g‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s
as
rp0, ξq,´s : pf, xq ÞÑ p0,´p´1qfLf ξq.
Therefore, by writing ζˆ “ ´ξ we see that the ζˆ-twisted differential on g‚˙CC‚pMqr´2s
is
Bζˆ : pf, xq ÞÑ pδf, dux` p´1q
fLf ζˆq.
Notice that we still have a short exact sequence of complexes
0Ñ CC‚pMqr´2s Ñ pg‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s, Bζˆq Ñ gÑ 0.
Lemma 4.3. Let ζˆ be a cocycle in CC´1pMq. Then the map
Ψζˆ : pg
‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s, Bζˆq Ñ CC
‚pMq,
pf, xq ÞÑ p´1qfIf ζˆ ` ux,
is a morphism of complexes.
Proof. We have
duΨζˆpf, xq “ p´1q
fduIf pζˆq ` udux
“ p´1qf rdu, If spζˆq ` udux
“ ´p´1qfIδf ζˆ ` p´1q
fuLf ζˆ ` udux
“ p´1qδfIδf ζˆ ` updux` p´1q
fLf ζˆq
“ Ψζˆpδf, dux` p´1q
fLf ζˆq
“ ΨζˆpBζˆpf, xqq,
where we used duζˆ “ 0 in the second step and (3.2) in the third. 
Lemma 4.4. Let ζˆ be a cocycle in CC´1pMq. Then Ψζˆ fits into a diagram of short exact
sequences of cochain complexes
0 // CC‚pMqr´2s //
id

pg‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s, Bζˆq
//
Ψ
ζˆ

g
‚ //
ιp¨qζˆ0

0
0 // CC‚pMqr´2s
u
// CC‚pMq
ev0
// M‚ // 0,
where ζˆ0 “ ev0ζˆ and ιp¨qζˆ0 : g
‚ ÑM‚ is the morphism f ÞÑ p´1qf ιf ζˆ0.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward direct check. To see that ιp¨qζˆ0 is indeed a morphism
of complexes, one can notice that ιp¨qζˆ0 is the morphism between g‚ and M‚ induced by
Ψ
ζˆ
, by the commutativity of the left square and by the universal property of the quotient.
Otherwise, one can also directly compute
p´1qδf ιδf ζˆ0 “ p´1q
f rb, ιf sζˆ0 “ bpp´1q
f ιf ζˆ0q
since bζˆ0 “ 0. 
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Definition 4.5. An element ζ inM´1 is called a Palladio1 cocycle if
(i ) ζ is a cocycle, i.e., bζ “ 0;
(ii ) Bζ equals zero in cohomology, i.e., there exists an element η P M´3 such that
Bζ “ bη;
(iii ) ιp¨qζ : g
‚ ÑM‚ is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes.
We denote by pζ : H‚pgq
„
ÝÑ H‚pMq the corresponding isomorphism in cohomology.
Remark 4.6. As we will see in Remark 6.14 and Exs. 6.16–6.17, classical examples of
Palladio cocycles are provided by the fundamental classes that appear in Poincaré duality
in its various flavours.
Remark 4.7. If H´2pMq “ 0, then condition ii) in Definition 4.5 is trivially satisfied.
Therefore, if g is such that H´2pgq “ 0, we see that a Palladio cocycle is precisely a
cocycle ζ inM´1 such that ιp¨qζ : H
‚pgq Ñ H‚pMq is an isomorphism.
Lemma 4.8. Let ζ be a Palladio cocycle. Then there exists a cocycle ζˆ in CC´1pMq such
that ζˆ0 is in the same cohomology class of ζ, where ζˆ0 “ ev0ζˆ.
Proof. Since Bζ is zero in cohomology, by Lemma 2.12, the cohomology class of ζ is in
the kernel of the connecting homomorphism β and so it is in the image of the projection
pi. In other words, there exists a cocycle ζˆ in CC´1pMq such that ev0ζˆ is in the same
cohomology class of ζ. 
Remark 4.9. When ζ is a Palladio cocycle we have the following identity of cohomology
classes in HC‚pMq, for any cocycle f in g‚:
Lf ζˆ “ p´1q
fβpζpfq,
where β is the connecting homomorphism from the long exact sequence in (2.3) and ζˆ is
a cocycle in CC´1pMq such that ζˆ0 is the same cohomology class of ζ (see Lemma 4.8).
Namely, as ζ and ζˆ0 are in the same cohomology class, we have pζpfq “ p´1qf ιf ζˆ0 in co-
homology. By definition of the connecting homomorphism, βpζpfq is the du-cohomology
class of an element g in CCdegpfq´1pMq such that ug “ duh, with ev0phq “ p´1qf ιf ζˆ0.
An obvious choice for h is h “ p´1qfIf ζˆ so that we are looking for an element g such
that ug “ p´1qfduIf ζˆ . As ζˆ and f are cocycles, we have duIf ζˆ “ uLf ζˆ and hence we
can take g “ p´1qfLf ζˆ .
Proposition 4.10. Let ζ inM´1 be a Palladio cocycle. Then Ψζˆ is a quasi-isomorphism,
where ζˆ is a cocycle in CC´1pMq such that ζˆ0 is the same cohomology class of ζ.
Proof. As ζ and ζˆ0 are in the same cohomology class, ιp¨qζˆ0 “ ιp¨qζ in cohomology. Since
ζ is a Palladio cocycle, ιp¨qζ is a quasi-isomorphism, and so the external vertical arrows in
the diagram in Lemma 4.4 are both quasi-isomorphisms. Then also the central arrow Ψζˆ
is a quasi-isomorphism by the naturality of the long exact sequence in cohomology and by
the Five Lemma. 
As pg‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s, Bζq is a dg-Lie algebra, its cohomology H‚pg‚ ˙
CC‚pMqr´2s, Bζˆq is a graded Lie algebra. Since Ψζˆ is a quasi-isomorphism when ζ
is a Palladio cocycle, we see that in this case we have an induced graded Lie bracket on
HC‚pMq defined by
rz, ws :“ ΨζˆprΨ
´1
ζˆ
z,Ψ´1
ζˆ
wsq,
1ANDREA PALLADIO, 30 November 1508 – 19 August 1580; the name chosen for the special cocycles wants
to be a homage to the Paduan architect as well as to allude to the chemical element palladium whose symbol Pd
is a reminder of Poincaré duality.
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where on the right-hand side we have the (induced) Lie bracket (4.1) on H‚pg‚ ˙
CC‚pMqr´2s, Bζˆq, and where to avoid cumbersome notation we have written and will
also write in all what follows x for both a du-cocycle x and its cohomology class. Like-
wise, by abuse of notation,Ψζˆ also denotes the induced isomorphism
H‚pΨζˆq : H
‚pg‚ ˙ CC‚pMqr´2s, Bζˆq
„
ÝÑ HC‚pMq
on cohomology.
We can use the linear isomorphism pζ to transfer the` and t¨, ¨u operations fromH‚pgq
toH‚pMq. Namely, we write
` : H‚pMq bH‚pMq Ñ H‚pMqr´1s
for the degree´1 product onH‚pMq defined by
a ` b “ pζpp
´1
ζ paq ` p
´1
ζ pbqq (4.2)
and
t¨, ¨u : H‚pMq bH‚pMq Ñ H‚pMq
for the bracket onH‚pMq defined by
ta, bu :“ pζptp
´1
ζ a, p
´1
ζ buq, (4.3)
where the bracket on the right hand side is that of g and where a, b by slight abuse of
notation denote classes in H‚pMq. Writing G‚M for the shifted complexM
‚r´1s, we see
that whenH‚pGgq is a Gerstenhaber algebra, then alsoH‚pGM q is a Gerstenhaber algebra
(isomorphic toH‚pGgq), with unit element the cohomology class of ζ.
Theorem 4.11. The Lie bracket on HC‚pMq induced by a homotopy Cartan-
Gerstenhaber calculus and a Palladio cocycle ζ has the form
rz, ws “ p´1qz´1βpppizq ` ppiwqq, (4.4)
where a du-cocycle z and its cohomology class are denoted by the same letter and where
pi : HC‚pMq Ñ H‚pMq is the map induced by the evaluation ev0 on cohomology.
Proof. Let ζˆ be a cocycle in CC´1pMq such that ζˆ0 is the same cohomology class of
ζ. Since Ψζˆ is an isomorphism on cohomology, we can write z “ Ψζˆpf, xq and w “
Ψ
ζˆ
pg, yq, and the statement is equivalent to
Ψζˆprpf, xq, pg, yqsq “ p´1q
f´1βpζpp
´1
ζ ppiΨζˆpf, xqq ` p
´1
ζ ppiΨζˆpg, yqqq,
where again a Bζˆ-cocycle pf, xq and its cohomology class are denoted by the same symbols.
By Lemma 4.4 and by the definition of pζ in Definition 4.5, we have on cohomology
piΨζˆpf, xqq “ p´1q
f ιf ζˆ0 “ p´1q
f ιfζ “ pζpfq.
The statement we want to prove therefore reduces to
Ψζˆprpf, xq, pg, yqsq “ p´1q
f´1βpζpf ` gq,
and so, thanks to Remark 4.9, to
Ψζˆprpf, xq, pg, yqsq “ p´1q
gLf`g ζˆ .
As pf, xq is a Bζˆ-cocycle, we have the identities#
δf “ 0,
´p´1qfLf ζˆ “ dux,
(4.5)
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and similarly for pg, yq. We compute, in cohomology,
Ψζˆprpf, xq, pg, yqsq
“ Ψζˆ
`
tf, gu,Lfy ´ p´1q
g xLgx
˘
“ p´1qf`gItf,guζˆ ` upLfy ´ p´1q
g xLgxq
p3.4q
“ p´1qf`grIf ,Lgsζˆ ` upLfy ´ p´1q
g xLgxq
“ p´1qf`gIfLg ζˆ ´ p´1q
gf`fLgIf ζˆ ` upLfy ´ p´1q
g xLgxq
p3.9q
“ ´p´1qgf`fLg`f ζˆ ` p´1q
f`gIfLg ζˆ
´p´1qgf`f`gIgLf ζˆ ` uLfy ´ p´1q
gfuLgx
p4.5q
“ p´1qgLf`g ζˆ ´ p´1q
fIfduy ` p´1q
gf`gIgdux` uLfy ´ p´1q
gfuLgx
p3.2q
“ p´1qgLf`g ζˆ ` duIfy ´ p´1q
gfduIgx
“ p´1qgLf`g ζˆ,
where we have used Corollary 3.19 and the fact that the degree of f and g as elements of
g
‚ is their degree as elements of G‚
g
plus 1. 
Remark 4.12. One could do the same in periodic cohomology, but one would get the zero
bracket as pi is zero in the long exact sequence for periodic cohomology. This agrees with
the fact that Lf is zero in periodic cohomology.
Remark 4.13. Starting from a mixed (chain) complex pN‚, b, Bq, in view of Definition
2.7 and Remark 2.11, the Lie bracket (4.4) from Theorem 4.11 passes into a Lie bracket on
the negative cyclic homology HC´‚ pNq of the mixed complex pN‚, b, Bq. In the context
of associative algebras with Poincaré duality or rather d-Calabi-Yau algebras, this bracket
coming from (4.4) as well as the preceding way to obtain it has been dealt with in [dTVdB],
as will be shortly discussed in Example 6.16.
5. INDUCED LIE BRACKETS ON NEGATIVE CYCLIC COHOMOLOGY
In this section, we show howBatalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebras and the so-called string topol-
ogy bracket from [ChSu, Me1] are correlated in general with the notion of homotopy cal-
culus in case a Palladio cocycle is given.
5.1. Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebras arising from calculi. We will work in the same set up
as in the preceding §4, but now focusing on the quotient CC‚´pMq of CC
‚
perpMq rather
than on the subcomplex CC‚pMq. Namely, for the entire section pg‚,L, I, T q will be
a homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus on CC‚perpMq. Passing to the quotient, this
induces a homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus on CC‚´pMq. Also, using the same
notation and terminology as in the preceding section, ζ will be a Palladio cocycle, i.e.,
an element in M´1 such that bζ “ 0, Bζ “ bη for some η P M´3, and such that
ιp¨qζ : g
‚ ÑM‚ is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. The corresponding isomorphism in
cohomology will be denoted again as pζ : H‚pgq
„
ÝÑ H‚pMq. Finally, recall the notations
G‚
g
“ g‚r´1s and G‚M “M
‚r´1s.
Remark 5.1. As ζ is a Palladio cocycle, we have the following identity on cohomology
classes in H‚pMq, for any homogeneous δ-cocycle f in g‚:
p´1qfLfζ “ Bpζpfq “ βjpζpfq, (5.1)
where β : HC‚´pMq Ñ H
‚pMqr´1s, is the connecting homomorphism from the long ex-
act sequence (2.5), whereas j is the morphismH‚pMq Ñ HC‚´pMq induced by the inclu-
sion ofM‚ in CC‚´pMq. Namely, by definition of pζ , we have Bpζpfq “ p´1q
f
Bιf ζ. As
ζ is a Palladio cocycle we have bζ “ 0 andBζ “ bη, and use Lf “ rB, ιf s`rb,Sf s`Sδf
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to get Bιfζ “ Lfζ ´ bSfζ ` p´1qf ιfBζ so that in cohomology we have Bpζpfq “
p´1qfLfζ.
Lemma 5.2. If f is a δ-cocycle and a is a b-cocycle, we have the following identity in
cohomology:
pζpfq ` a “ ´p´1q
f ιfa.
Proof. As f is a δ-cocycle, we have rb, ιf s “ 0 and so ιf : M‚ Ñ M‚rdeg f ` 1s is
a morphism of complexes. Let g be a cocycle in g‚ such that in cohomology we have
pζpgq “ a. Then, in cohomology we have
pζpf ` gq “ p´1q
f`g´1ιf`gζ “ p´1q
f´1ιf p´1q
gιgζ “ p´1q
f´1ιfa.
On the other hand, by definition of the ` product onH‚pMq, Eq. (4.2),
pζpf ` gq “ pζpfq ` pζpgq “ pζpfq ` a
inH‚pMq. 
Remark 5.3. For f and g any two δ-cocycles, applying both sides of the first of Eq. (3.5)
to ζ and using Corollary 3.18, we get
bT pf, gqζ “ ιfLgζ ´ p´1q
pf`1qgLgιf ζ ´ ιtf,guζ
“ ιfLgζ ´ p´1q
pf`1qgLg`f ζ ´ p´1q
fgιgLfζ
` p´1qpf`1qgbpSg`f ´ Sgιf ´ ιgSf qζ ´ ιtf,guζ,
and so inH‚pMq we find
ιfLgζ ` p´1q
fLf`gζ ´ p´1q
fgιgLfζ ´ ιtf,guζ “ 0,
where we have used Corollary 3.19 and the fact that the degree of f and g as elements of g‚
is their degree as elements of G‚
g
plus 1. By Lemma 5.2, this is equivalent to the following
identity in H‚pMq:
ppζpfq ` Lgζq ´ p´1q
fg`g`f ppζpgq ` Lfζq ´ Lf`gζ ` p´1q
gpζptf, guq “ 0. (5.2)
Theorem 5.4. The degree ´1 differential B onH‚pGM q from Remark 2.5 satisfies
ta, bu “ p´1qaBpa ` bq ´ p´1qapBa ` bq ´ pa ` Bbq, (5.3)
for any homogeneousa, b inH‚pGM q. Therefore, whenH
‚pGgq is a Gerstenhaber algebra,
pH‚pGM q, t¨, ¨u,`,Bq is a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra.
Proof. Choose f “ p´1ζ paq and g “ p
´1
ζ pbq in Eqs. (5.2) & (5.1), and recall the definition
of t¨, ¨u and ` on H‚pMq, that is, Eqs. (4.2)–(4.3). By Remark 5.1, and recalling that the
degree of z and w as elements of M‚ is their degree as elements of G‚M plus 1, Equation
(5.2) translates into Equation (5.3). Finally, notice that, trivially, if H‚pGgq is a Gersten-
haber algebra, then pζ : pH‚pGgq, t¨, ¨u,`q Ñ pH‚pGM q, t¨, ¨u,`q is an isomorphism of
Gerstenhaber algebras. In particular, the unit element 1M of H‚pGM q is the cohomology
class of ζ, so we have Bp1M q “ 0, by definition of a Palladio element. 
5.2. The string topology bracket arising from calculi. We are now going to show
that HC‚´pGM q carries a natural degree ´2 Lie bracket r¨, ¨s, i.e., equivalently, that
HC‚´pGM qr2s carries a natural graded Lie algebra structure such that the morphism of
graded vector spaces β : HC‚´pGM qr2s Ñ H
‚pMq becomes a morphism of Lie algebras
pHC‚´pGM qr2s, r¨, ¨sq Ñ pH
‚pMq, t¨, ¨uq.
Definition 5.5. The Chas-Sullivan-Menichi bracket is the degree´2 bracket
r¨, ¨s : HC‚´pGM q bHC
‚
´pGM q Ñ HC
‚
´pGM qr´2s
onHC‚´pGM q defined by
rx, ys :“ p´1qxjppβxq ` pβyqq.
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This bracket is often also referred to as string topology bracket and has been introduced
in [ChSu] and abstractly formulated in [Me1].
Theorem 5.6. If H‚pGgq is a Gerstenhaber algebra, then the Chas-Sullivan-Menichi
bracket is a Lie bracket, and has the property that
βr¨, ¨s “ tβp¨q, βp¨qu.
Proof. As β is a degree 1 operator as a linear morphism from HC‚´pGM qr2s to H
‚pGM q,
for homogeneous elements x, y inHC‚´pGM qr2s, we have
rx, ys “ p´1qxjppβxq ` pβyqq
“ p´1qx`px`1qpy`1qjppβyq ` pβxqq
“ ´p´1qy`xyjppβyq ` pβxqq
“ ´p´1qxyry, xs.
Now recall the seven terms identity for Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebras, that is, the BV -
operator B is of second order [K, Eq. (1.3)]:
Bpa ` b ` cq ` ppBaq ` b ` cq
` p´1qapa ` pBbq ` cqq ` p´1qa`bpa ` b ` pBcqq
´ pBpa ` bq ` cq ´ p´1qapa ` Bpb ` cqq ´ p´1qpa`1qbpb ` Bpa ` cqq “ 0.
Choose then a “ βx, b “ βy, c “ βz, and use the identity B “ βj from Lemma 2.14 to
get
βjpβx ` βy ` βzq ` ppβjβxq ` βy ` βzq
` p´1qx`1pβx ` pβjβyq ` βzqq ` p´1qx`ypβx ` βy ` pβjβzqq
´ pβjpβx ` βyq ` βzq ´ p´1qx`1pβx ` βjpβy ` βzqq
´ p´1qxpy`1qpβy ` βjpβx ` βzqq “ 0.
As jβ “ 0, this simplifies to
βjpβx ` βy ` βzq ´ pβjpβx ` βyq ` βzq
´ p´1qx`1pβx ` βjpβy ` βzqq ´ p´1qxpy`1qpβy ` βjpβx ` βzqq “ 0. (5.4)
Apply j to the above expression to get
jpβjpβx ` βyq ` βzq ` p´1qx`1jpβx ` βjpβy ` βzqq
` p´1qxpy`1qjpβy ` βjpβx ` βzqq “ 0,
by using once more the identity jβ “ 0. Now recall the definition of the Chas-Sullivan-
Menichi bracket to rewrite the above identity as
rx, ry, zss “ rrx, ys, zs ` p´1qxyry, rx, zss.
This shows that the bracket r¨, ¨s satisfies the Jacobi identity. As for the second part, the
claimed identity is immediate from Eq. (5.3) along with jβ “ 0 and βj “ B again. 
Theorem 5.7. If t¨, ¨u vanishes identically onH‚pGM q, then
tx, yu :“ p´1qxpBxq ` pByq
defines a degree´2 Lie bracket onH‚pGM q such that jtx, yu “ rjx, jys and Btx, yu “
0. This bracket turns
`
H‚pGM q `, t ¨, ¨u
˘
into an e3-algebra, i.e.,
tx, yu “ ´p´1qxyty, xu (5.5)
tx, ty, zuu “ ttx, yu , zu ` p´1qxyty, tx, zuu (5.6)
tx, y ` zu “ tx, yu ` z ` p´1qxyy ` tx, zu . (5.7)
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Proof. Since the cup product` onH‚pGM q is graded commutative and B has degree´1,
we have
tx, yu “ p´1qxpBxq ` pByq
“ p´1qx`px´1qpy´1qpByq ` pBxq
“ ´p´1qy`xypByq ` pBxq
“ ´p´1qxyty, xu ,
which proves equation (5.5). By equation (5.4), we have
βjpβa ` βb ` βcq ´ pβjpβa ` βbq ` βcq
´ p´1qa`1pβa ` βjpβb ` βcqq ´ p´1qapb`1qpβb ` βjpβa ` βcqq “ 0,
for any a, b, c inHC‚´pGM q. Choosing a “ jx, b “ jy, c “ jz and recalling that βj “ B,
this becomes
BpBx ` By ` Bzq ´ pBpBx ` Byq ` Bzq
´ p´1qx`1pBx ` BpBy ` Bzqq ´ p´1qxpy`1qpBy ` BpBx ` Bzqq “ 0,
that is,
tx, ty zuu “ ttx, yu , zu ` p´1qxyty, tx, zuu ´ p´1qyBpBx ` By ` Bzq.
If t¨, ¨u vanishes identically onH‚pGM q, then Eq. (5.3) tells us that B is a derivation of the
cup product. Since B2 “ 0, this implies
BpBx ` By ` Bzq “ 0,
and so
tx, ty zuu “ ttx, yu , zu ` p´1qxyty, tx, zuu ,
which proves equation (5.6). This shows that t ¨, ¨u defines a degree ´2 Lie bracket on
H‚pGM q. Recalling the definition of the Lie bracket r¨, ¨s onHC‚´pGM q, we find
rjx, jys “ p´1qxjppβjxq ` pβjyqq “ p´1qxjppBxq ` pByqq “ jtx, yu .
Applying β to both sides and recalling that βr¨, ¨s “ tβp¨q, βp¨qu, we have
Btx, yu “ βjtx, yu “ βrjx, jys “ tβjx, βjyu “ tBx,Byu “ 0
since we are assuming t¨, ¨u vanishes identically on H‚pGM q. Finally, using again that if
t¨, ¨u “ 0 then B is a derivation of the cup product,
tx, y ` zu “ p´1qxpBxq ` pBpy ` zqq
“ p´1qxpBxq ` ppByq ` z ` p´1qyy ` pBzqq
“ p´1qxpBxq ` pByq ` z ` p´1qx`ypBxq ` y ` pBzq
“ tx, yu ` z ` p´1qxpy´1qy ` pBxq ` pBzq
“ tx, yu ` z ` p´1qxyy ` tx, zu ,
which proves the last identity (5.7). 
Remark 5.8. In the proof of Theorem 5.7, we have repeatedly used that B is a derivation
of the cup product as soon as t¨, ¨u vanishes. Observe that then B also becomes (trivially)
a derivation of the bracket t ¨, ¨u . Namely, one has
Btx, yu “ tBx, yu ` p´1qxtx,Byu
as both sides are zero: that the left hand side is zero was just shown above, whereas for the
right hand side this follows from B2 “ 0.
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6. BRACKETS FOR OPPOSITE MODULES OVER OPERADS
In this section, we will see that the notion of a cyclic opposite module over an operad
with multiplication provides a quite general class of examples that illustrates the construc-
tions in §4. For a collection of basic notions in operad theory that will be used in the
sequel, see Appendix A.
6.1. Cyclic opposite modules over operads with multiplication. Let O be an operad in
the sense described in §A.1.
Definition 6.1. An opposite (left)O-module is a sequence of K-modulesN “ tN pnquně0
along with K-linear operations,
‚i : Oppq bN pnq Ñ N pn´ p` 1q, for i “ 1, . . . , n´ p` 1, 0 ď p ď n,
that are declared to be zero if p ą n, and for ϕ P Oppq, ψ P Opqq, and x P N pnq subject
to the identities
ϕ ‚i pψ ‚j xq “
$’&
’%
ψ ‚j pϕ ‚i`q´1 xq if j ă i,
pϕ ˝j´i`1 ψq ‚i x if j ´ p ă i ď j,
ψ ‚j´p`1 pϕ ‚i xq if 1 ď i ď j ´ p,
(6.1)
where p ą 0, q ě 0, n ě 0. In case p “ 0, the index i runs from 1 to n` 1, and the above
relations have to be read as
ϕ ‚i pψ ‚j xq “
#
ψ ‚j pϕ ‚i`q´1 xq if j ă i,
ψ ‚j`1 pϕ ‚i xq if 1 ď i ď j.
(6.2)
An oppositeO-module is called unital if
1 ‚i x “ x, for i “ 1, . . . , n, (6.3)
for all x P N pnq.
Example 6.2. For a K-module X , one defines the endomorphism operad EndX by
EndXppq :“ HompX
bp, Xq with identity element 1 :“ idX . A unital opposite mod-
ule over this operad is defined byNXpnq :“ Xbn`1 along with composition maps defined
by
ϕ ‚i px0, . . . , xnq :“ px0, . . . , xi´1, ϕpxi, . . . , xi`p´1q, xi`p, . . . , xnq,
for i “ 1, . . . , n´ p` 1, where ϕ P EndXppq and x :“ px0, . . . , xnq :“ x0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn P
NXpnq. When X happens to be an associative K-algebra, the operad EndX becomes an
operad with multiplication.
The preceding example suggests the following picture for an opposite module:
0
x
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i ¨ ¨ ¨ i` p´ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n
ϕ
FIGURE 1. Opposite modules
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Definition 6.3. A para-cyclic (unital, left) oppositeO-module is a (unital, left) oppositeO-
module N endowed with two additional structures: first, an extra (K-linear) composition
map
‚0 : Oppq bN pnq Ñ N pn´ p` 1q, 0 ď p ď n` 1,
declared to be zero if p ą n ` 1, and such that the relations (6.1)–(6.3) are fulfilled for
i “ 0 as well, that is, for ϕ P Oppq, ψ P Opqq, and x P N pnq, with q ě 0, n ě 0,
ϕ ‚i pψ ‚j xq “
$’&
’%
ψ ‚j pϕ ‚i`q´1 xq if j ă i,
pϕ ˝j´i`1 ψq ‚i x if j ´ p ă i ď j,
ψ ‚j´p`1 pϕ ‚i xq if 0 ď i ď j ´ p,
(cases for p ą 0) (6.4)
ϕ ‚i pψ ‚j xq “
#
ψ ‚j pϕ ‚i`q´1 xq if j ă i,
ψ ‚j`1 pϕ ‚i xq if 0 ď i ď j,
(cases for p “ 0) (6.5)
1 ‚i x “ x for i “ 0, . . . , n, (6.6)
and second, a degree-preserving morphism t : N pnq Ñ N pnq for all n ě 1 such that
tpϕ ‚i xq “ ϕ ‚i`1 tpxq, i “ 0, . . . , n´ p, (6.7)
is true for ϕ P Oppq and x P N pnq. We call a para-cyclic oppositeO-module cyclic if
tn`1 “ id (6.8)
holds onN pnq.
Example 6.4. The opposite module NX from Ex. 6.2 can be easily extended to a cyclic
opposite module over EndX : define ϕ ‚0 px0, . . . , xnq :“
`
ϕpx0, . . . , xp´1q, xp, . . . , xn
˘
,
along with tpx0, . . . , xnq :“ pxn, x0, . . . , xn´1q. Observe, however, that in more general
contexts such as for Hopf algebroids things are not as simple; see [Ko1, Eq. (6.20)].
Graphically, the condition (6.7) can be understood by a picture similar to those that
depict cyclic operads:
0
x
¨ ¨ ¨ i ¨ ¨ ¨ i` p´ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ 1
n
ϕ
0
x
¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` p ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ 1
n
ϕ
“
FIGURE 2. The relation tpϕ ‚i xq “ ϕ ‚i`1 tpxq for cyclic opposite modules
In particular [Ko1, Prop. 3.5], a cyclic unital opposite module N over an operad with
multiplication pO, µ, eq carries the structure of a cyclic K-module with cyclic operator
t : N pnq Ñ N pnq, along with faces di : N pnq Ñ N pn´ 1q and degeneracies sj :
N pnq Ñ N pn` 1q of the underlying simplicial object given by
dipxq “ µ ‚i x, i “ 0, . . . , n´ 1,
dnpxq “ µ ‚0 tpxq,
sjpxq “ e ‚j`1 x, j “ 0, . . . , n,
(6.9)
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where x P N pnq. Defining the differential b : N pnq Ñ N pn´ 1q as b “
řn
i“0p´1q
idi,
the pair pN , bq becomes a chain complex. In a standard way, by setting B :“ pid ´
tq s´1N , where N :“
řn
i“0p´1q
inti and s´1 :“ t sn, the triple pN , b, Bq becomes a
mixed (chain) complex. Explicitly, one has by (6.8)
s´1pxq “ t snpxq “ tpe ‚n`1 xq “ tpe ‚n`1 t
n`1xq “ tn`2pe ‚0 xq “ e ‚0 x, (6.10)
and hence Bpxq “
řn
i“0p´1q
inpid´ tqe ‚0 t
ipxq.
Remark 6.5. To simplify all expressions involved, we will work on the normalised com-
plex sN of N , meaning its quotient by the (acyclic) subcomplex spanned by the images of
the degeneracy maps of this simplicial K-module. For example, the coboundary B coin-
cides on sN with the map (induced by) s´1N , and so by abuse of notation, we will denote
the latter by B as well, and write
Bpxq “
nÿ
i“0
p´1qine ‚0 t
ipxq. (6.11)
Similarly, sO denotes the intersection of the kernels of the codegeneracies in the cosim-
plicial K-module O. Notice that sOp0q “ Op0q, as the intersection of an empty family of
subsets ofOp0q is Op0q itself.
6.2. The calculus operations for cyclic opposite modules over operads. For the rest of
this section, let pO, µ, eq be an operad with multiplication and N a cyclic unital opposite
O-module.
Definition 6.6.
(i ) The cap product or contraction operator
i : Oppq bN pnq Ñ N pn´ pq
pϕ, xq ÞÑ iϕx :“ ϕ a x
of ϕ P Oppq with x P N pnq is defined by
ϕ a x :“ pµ ˝2 ϕq ‚0 x. (6.12)
(ii ) The Lie derivative
L : Oppq bN pnq Ñ N pn´ p` 1q
pϕ, xq ÞÑ Lϕx
of x P N pnq along ϕ P Oppq with p ă n` 1 is defined to be
Lϕx :“
n´p`1ÿ
i“1
p´1qpp´1qpi´1qϕ ‚i x`
pÿ
i“1
p´1qnpi´1q`p´1ϕ ‚0 t
i´1pxq. (6.13)
In case p “ n` 1, this means that
Lϕx :“ p´1q
p´1ϕ ‚0 Npxq,
and for p ą n` 1, we define Lϕ :“ 0.
(iii ) Finally, define
S : Oppq bN pnq Ñ N pn´ p` 2q
pϕ, xq ÞÑ Sϕx
for every ϕ P Oppq and x P N pnq, as follows: for 0 ď p ď n by
Sϕx :“
n´p`1ÿ
j“1
n´p`1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pp´1qpi´1qe ‚0
`
ϕ ‚i t
j´1pxq
˘
, (6.14)
while, if p ą n, set Sϕ :“ 0.
A direct verification using the Eqs. (6.4) as well as those in (A.1) leads to the identity:
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Lemma 6.7. For any ϕ, ψ P O one has
iϕiψ “ iϕ`ψ. (6.15)
On top of that, the following was proven in [Ko1, Thm. 5.4].
Theorem 6.8. Restricting to normalised elements ϕ P sO, one obtains the Cartan-Rinehart
homotopy formulae $’&
’%
Lϕ “ rB, iϕs ` rb, Sϕs ´ Sδϕ,
rb, iϕs ´ iδϕ “ 0,
rB,Sϕs “ 0,
(6.16)
on the normalised complex sN .
Remark 6.9. With the right input data (see [KoKr2, §6]), this can be seen as a generalisa-
tion of the classical calculus from differential geometry as in the first part of Example 3.12
of “fields acting on forms”.
Whereas the classical relation rLX , ιY s “ ιrX,Y s between Lie derivative and contrac-
tion from differential geometry for two (multi-)vector fields X,Y transfers identically to
the operadic context when descending to (co)homology (see [Ko1, Thm. 4.5]), the alge-
braic HKR theorem hints at the fact that this cannot be that simple when staying on the
(co)chain level. More precisely, one needs to introduce an additional homotopy:
Theorem 6.10. Define theGel’fand-Daletskiı˘-Tsygan homotopyT : ObObN Ñ N r´2s
as
T : Oppq bOpqq bN pnq Ñ N pn´ p´ q ` 2q,
pϕ, ψ, xq ÞÑ
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1pxq.
(6.17)
Writing T pϕ, ψqpxq :“ T pϕ, ψ, xq, one separately has for all ϕ, ψ P O
riψ, Lϕs ´ itψ,ϕu “ rb, T pϕ, ψqs ´ T pδϕ, ψq ´ p´1q
ϕ´1T pϕ, δψq (6.18)
on N along with
rSψ, Lϕs ´ Stψ,ϕu “ rB, T pϕ, ψqs, (6.19)
for ϕ, ψ P sO on the normalised complexN .
The proof basically only relies on heavy use of (6.4)–(6.9), the associativity properties
(A.1) of the operadic composition, as well as enforced multiple sum yoga resulting in a
shock & awe computation, which is why it can be found in Appendix B.
Remark 6.11. The operator T was implicitly introduced in [GDTs] in the context of as-
sociative algebras. The obvious advantage of the explicit expression (6.17) is that it not
only applies to the endomorphism operad of an associative algebra acting on chains that
governs Hochschild theory, but more general to any operad with multiplication, such as
for example those arising in the context of Hopf algebras, differential operators, or more
general bialgebroids [Ko1], and moreover also to cyclic operads as we will see in §7.
Finally, the following (partially) transfers the concept of Poincaré duality (as happens
for example in the case of Calabi-Yau algebras) to the operadic context:
Definition 6.12. LetN be a cyclic (unital) opposite module over an operadO with multi-
plication. If there is a cocycle ζ P N pdq such that the map
O Ñ N , ϕ ÞÑ iϕζ “ ϕ a ζ
induces an isomorphism
HnpOq – Hd´npN q,
then we say that there is (Poincaré) duality betweenO andN with fundamental class rζs,
and that pO,N , ζq induces a duality calculus
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In this case, one immediately has the result from [La, Cor. 1.6]:
Proposition 6.13. If pO,N , ζq induces a duality calculus,H‚pOq carries the structure of
a BV algebra.
We can now apply Theorem 4.11 to get a degree p1 ´ dq Lie bracket on the negative
cyclic homology of a cyclic opposite module. Namely, let g‚ andM‚ be defined by gk :“
Opk ` 1q andMk :“ N pd´ k ´ 1q, and set
b :“ b : Mk “ N pd´ k ´ 1q Ñ N pd´ k ´ 2q “Mk`1
along with
B :“ B : Mk “ N pd´ k ´ 1q Ñ N pd´ kq “Mk´1.
Then g‚ is a differential graded Lie algebra with the Gerstenhaber bracket and differential
(as in Appendix A.1), and pM‚, b,Bq constitutes a mixed (cochain) complex. Also set
ι :“ i : gh bMk “ Oph` 1q bN pd´ k ´ 1q Ñ N pd´ k ´ h´ 2q “Mh`k`1,
L :“ L : gh bMk “ Oph` 1q bN pd´ k ´ 1q Ñ N d´k´h´1q “M
h`k
,
S :“ S : gh bMk “ Oph` 1q bN pd´ k ´ 1q Ñ N pd´ k ´ hq “Mph` k ´ 1q,
T :“ T : gh b gj bMk “ Oph` 1q bOpj ` 1q bN pd´ k ´ 1q Ñ N pd´ k ´ h´ j ´ 1q “Mk`h`j .
Then the Equations (6.16), (6.15), and (6.18)–(6.19) precisely say that pg‚, ι,L,S, T q is a
homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus on CC‚perpMq.
Remark 6.14. Operadic duality calculi can always be induced by Palladio cocycles: in-
deed, a cocycle ζ in N pdq inducing a duality calculus is an element ζ in M´1 such that
bζ “ 0 and such that
ιp¨qζ : H
kpgq Ñ HkpMq
is an isomorphism. As g´2 “ Op´1q “ 0, we have H´2pgq “ 0, and so a fundamental
class rζs is always defined by a Palladio cocycle (see Remark 4.7).
Recalling Definition 2.7, the isomorphisms H‚pOq – H‚pOq and H‚pN q – H‚pN q,
and the isomorphism HC´‚ pN q – HC
´
‚ pN q (which follows from Prop. 1.1.15 in [Lo]
combined with ibid., Prop. 5.1.6), Theorem 4.11 then becomes:
Theorem 6.15. Let pO, µ, eq be an operad with multiplication and N a cyclic unital op-
posite O-module. Assume we have Poincaré duality between O and N induced by a fun-
damental class rζs P HdpN q. ThenHC
´
‚ pN q carries a degree p1´ dq Lie bracket
r¨, ¨s : HC´p pN q bHC
´
q pN q Ñ HC
´
p`q`1´dpN q
defined by
rz, ws “ p´1qz`dβpppizq ` ppiwqq,
where pi : HC´p pN q Ñ HppN q and β : HppN q Ñ HC
´
p`1pN q are the morphisms in the
long exact sequence (2.4), and where
` : HppN q bHqpN q Ñ Hp`q´dpN q
is induced by ` : Hd´ppOq b HCd´qpOq Ñ Hd´pp`q´dqpOq via the Poincaré duality
Hd´ppOq – HppN q.
Example 6.16 (Higher brackets on negative cyclic homology of d-Calabi-Yau algebras).
In this paragraph, we indicate how the original construction in [dTVdB] is recovered. The
definition of a d-Calabi-Yau algebra in [Gi] was reformulated in [dTVdB, p. 8] by stat-
ing that a d-Calabi-Yau algebra consisted of a couple pA, ηq, where A is a homologically
smoothK-algebra and η P HdpA,Aq is a nondegenerate element in the d-th Hochschild ho-
mology group (see loc. cit. for all necessary definitions used here). In particular, Poincaré
duality holds, i.e., the map
HipA,Aq Ñ Hd´ipA,Aq, ϕ ÞÑ ιϕη
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between Hochschild cohomology and homology groups is an isomorphism (see op. cit.,
Prop. 5.5). Given these data, and considering the endomorphism operadO “ EndA along
with the cyclic opposite module NA “ Ab‚`1 as described in Exs. 6.2 and 6.4, our con-
struction in Theorem 4.11 combined with Remark 4.13 then reproduces the bracket of
degree p1´ dq on negative cyclic homologyHC´‚ pA,Aq for the d-Calabi-Yau algebra ob-
tained in op. cit., Thm. 10.2. In particular, the operators ι,L,S, T occurring here are those
made explicit in Example 3.13 above.
Example 6.17 (Higher brackets on negative cyclic homology of twisted d-Calabi-Yau al-
gebras). One can easily generalise the results in [dTVdB] mentioned in Example 6.16 to
twisted Calabi-Yau algebras, that is, those where the A-bimodule structure on A itself is
twisted by a Nakayama (or modular) automorphism σ, that is, the algebra A as an Ae-
module has a finitely generated projective resolution of finite length and there exists a
d P N such that one has a right Ae-module isomorphism ExtiAepA,A
eq “ Aσ for i “ d
and zero otherwise. To be able to apply our formalism to these objects, as in [KoKr2, §7.4]
the Nakayama automorphism has to be semisimple (diagonalisable). Classical examples of
twisted Calabi-Yau algebras are standard quantum groups [BrZh], Manin’s quantum plane
[VdB], and the Podles´ quantum 2-sphere [Kr].
Example 6.18 (Higher brackets on negative cyclic homology of bialgebroids). The pre-
ceding Examples 6.16 & 6.17 are actually particular cases of the notion of Poincaré duality
for bialgebroids, that is, a pair pU,Aq, where A is a (usually noncommutative) associative
algebra and U is both an algebra over Ae “ A b Aop and a coalgebra over A subject to
certain compatibility conditions. The necessary product structures that allow for Poincarè
duality for this case were formulated in [KoKr1, Thm. 1]: in particular, as in the Calabi-Yau
case, if A as a U -module admits a finitely generated projective resolution of finite length
and there exists a d ě 0 such that ExtkU pA,Uq “ 0 for all k ‰ d and A – Ext
d
U pA,Uq,
then there exists a Palladio cocycle ζ with rζs P TorUd pA,Aq such that ιp¨qζ “ p¨q a ζ
establishes an isomorphism ExtnU pM,Uq Ñ Tor
U
n´dpM,Uq for a left U -moduleM with
TorAk pM,Aq “ 0 in positive degrees; see op. cit. for all technical details. Not only the
preceding Examples 6.16 & 6.17 by setting pU,Aq :“ pAe, Aq are included in this theory,
but also the duality Lie-Rinehart algebras in [Hue] (geometrically, Lie algebroids that lead
to the space of differential operators on a smooth manifold); in particular, this also com-
prises Poisson algebras. As described in detail in [Ko1, §6.3], the operad needed here is
not precisely an endomorphism operad, but rather
O :“ HomAepU
bAop‚, P q,
where P is a braided commutative Yetter-Drinfel’d algebra; in the simplest case, one can
consider P :“ A. If the bialgebroid is a (left) Hopf algebroid, one has sort of an antipode
(in the simplest case: an ordinary Hopf algebra), which induces a cyclic structure on the
oppositeO-module
N :“ pQbAop P q bAop U
bAop‚,
which therefore becomes a cyclic oppositeO-module; here, P is as above, whereasQ is an
anti Yetter-Drinfel’d module (see op. cit. and references therein for all technical details).
By the constructions described in §6.1, the K-module N then carries the structure of a
mixed (chain) complex, which again by Remark 4.13 allows to consider its negative cyclic
homology HC´‚ pN q, and analogous to the preceding Example 6.16, in case of Poincaré
duality, one obtains a bracket of degree p1 ´ dq onHC´‚ pN q.
7. BRACKETS FOR MODULES OVER CYCLIC OPERADS
7.1. Modules over operads. In this section, we will see that the notion of a module over a
cyclic operad with multiplication provides a quite general class of examples that illustrates
the constructions in §5. To this end, we show how a moduleM over a cyclic operad with
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multiplication can be equipped with a calculus structure first. To fix the notation, recall the
following definition from [Ma, Def. 1.3]:
Definition 7.1. A module M over an operad O is a collection tMpqquqě0 of K-modules
together with two linear composition maps, the left composition
˝i “ ˝
ℓ
i : Oppq bMpqq ÑMpp` q ´ 1q, i “ 1, . . . , p,
as well as the right composition
˝i “ ˝
r
i : Mpqq bOppq ÑMpq ` p´ 1q, i “ 1, . . . , q,
subject to associativity properties analogous to those in the definition of an operad in §A.1,
that is, Eqs. (A.1) are required to hold, mutatis mutandis, for triples of elements in Oppq b
Opqq bMprq, Oppq bMpqq bOprq, orMppq bOpqq bOprq.
As there is sort of an action from both sides, one might want to call such an object a
bimodule; but we won’t. It is immediately clear that an operad is a module over itself with
both left and right composition given by the partial compositions ˝i. For better readability,
in the sequel we will not distinguish in notation between ˝ℓi and ˝
r
i , even for generalM.
The necessary observation to be made here is that a module over an operad is obviously
not the same as an opposite module and hence, even in case a cyclic operator t is given,
one cannot directly use the formulae given in §6.2, in particular Definition 6.6, to obtain
the structure of a calculus.
More precisely, whereas a module over an operad O is not an opposite O-module, its
K-linear dual is so: recall that we assume all Mpqq to be in K-Mod, so it makes sense to
defineM˚ as a sequence tM˚pqquqě0, where for each degree one has
M˚pqq :“ HomKpMpqq,Kq,
and we declare the natural pairing
x¨, ¨y : M˚ bMÑ K, xbm ÞÑ xx,my
to be zero whenever the degrees of elements in M˚ andM do not match.
Lemma 7.2. If M is an O-module, its linear dual M˚ is an opposite O-module in the
sense of Definition 6.1 by setting
xϕ ‚i x,my :“ xx,m ˝i ϕy, for i “ 1, . . . , q, (7.1)
where ϕ P Oppq,m PMpqq, and x PM˚pp` q ´ 1q.
Proof. That the required associative properties (6.1) are fulfilled is a straightforward com-
putation: for example, assume that ϕ P Oppq and i ď j ă i` p. Then applying the middle
equation in (A.1) to the defining equation (7.1), one obtains
xϕ‚i pψ‚j xq,my “ xx, pm˝iϕq˝j ψy “ xx,m˝i pϕ˝j´i`1ψqy “ xpϕ˝j´i`1ψq‚ix,my
for ψ P O, x PM˚pnq, andm PMpn´ p´ q` 2q, which is the desired middle equation
in (6.1). 
7.2. The calculus operations for modules over cyclic operads. The definition of a cyclic
operad pO, τq with cyclic operator τ goes back to [GetKa, §2], whereas a cyclic operad
with multiplication pO, µ, e, τq was introduced in [Me1, Def. 3.11]. In such a situation, the
following definition makes sense:
Definition 7.3. A cyclic module over a cyclic operad pO, τq is an O-module M together
with a degree-preserving linear map τ : Mpqq Ñ Mpqq for q P N such that
τpϕ ˝i mq “ τϕ ˝i´1 m, for p ě 2, q ě 0, 2 ě i ě p,
τpϕ ˝1 mq “ τm ˝q τϕ, for p ě 1, q ě 1,
τq`1 “ idMpqq,
for each ϕ P Oppq andm PMpqq.
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As is Lemma 7.2, also the following assertion is easy to verify.
Lemma 7.4. Let pM, τq be a cyclic module over the cyclic operad pO, τq. Defining then
xtx, ny :“ xx, τmy, (7.2)
wherem PM and x PM˚, along with
xϕ ‚0 x,my :“ xx, τϕ ˝pmy, (7.3)
where ϕ P Oppq, m P Mpqq, and x P M˚pp ` q ´ 1q, turns M˚ together with the
compositions (7.1) into a cyclic (unital) opposite O-module. If pO, µ, e, τq is a cyclic
operad with multiplication, thenM˚ by virtue of Eqs. (6.9) is a cyclic K-module.
Remark 7.5. In case ϕ P Op0q is of degree zero, Eq. (7.3) does not make sense and has to
be read appropriately: using (6.10), one has
xϕ ‚0 x,my “ xtpϕ ‚q xq,my
p7.2q
“ xϕ ‚q x, τmy
p7.1q
“ xx, τm ˝m ϕy (7.4)
form PMpqq and x PM˚pq ´ 1q.
One then has automatically by the considerations in §6.2:
Proposition 7.6. If M is a cyclic module over a cyclic operad with multiplication, then
there is the structure of a homotopy Cartan calculus onM˚ resp. CC‚perpM
˚q.
On the other hand, at this point we are not really interested in the calculus structure
on M˚ or CC‚perpM
˚q but rather how this induces a homotopy Cartan calculus on M
or CC‚perpMq via the canonical pairing: remember that one could not obtain the calculus
maps for M or CC‚perpMq directly from §6.2 as M is not an opposite O-module. One
rather has:
Theorem 7.7. Let pM, τq be a cyclic module over the cyclic operad with multiplication
pO, µ, e, τq. Then the degree 1 differential
b : Mpqq Ñ Mpq ` 1q,
m ÞÑ µ ˝2 m`
qÿ
i“1
p´1qim ˝i µ` p´1q
q`1µ ˝1 m,
the degree´1 differential
B : Mpqq Ñ Mpq ´ 1q,
m ÞÑ
q´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qpq´1qiτ ipτm ˝q eq,
along with the contraction
ι : Oppq bMpqq Ñ Mpp` qq,
ϕbm ÞÑ pµ ˝2 mq ˝1 ϕ, (7.5)
the Lie derivative
L : Oppq bMpqq Ñ Mpp` q ´ 1q,
ϕbm ÞÑ
qÿ
i“1
p´1qpp´1qpi´1qm ˝i ϕ`
pÿ
i“1
p´1qpp´1qi`qpi´1qτ iϕ ˝p´i`1 m,
the degree´2 operator
S : Oppq bMpqq Ñ Mpp` q ´ 2q,
ϕbm ÞÑ
q´1ÿ
i“1
iÿ
j“1
p´1qppi´jq`qpj´1q`i´1pτ jm ˝q´j`1 eq ˝i´j`1 ϕ,
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and the homotopy
T : Oppq bOprq bMpqq Ñ Mpp` r ` q ´ 2q,
ϕb ψ bm ÞÑ
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qqpj´1q`rpi´1q`pp´1qj`ipτ jϕ ˝p´j`1 mq ˝p´i ψ
satisfy rB, bs “ 0 as well as Equations (3.1), (3.8), and#
rιϕ,Lψs ´ ιtϕ,ψu “ rb, T pϕ, ψqs ´ T pδϕ, ψq ´ p´1q
ϕ´1T pϕ, δψq
rSϕ,Lψs ´ Stϕ,ψu “ rB, T pϕ, ψqs
(7.6)
on the normalised cochain complexM, when ϕ, ψ are in O.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 7.6 together with the fact that the given operators are
so-to-say the adjoint operators of those onM˚. More precisely, for an x PM˚pp`q´1q,
one has
xx,Bmy “ xBx,my, xiϕx,my “ xx, ιϕmy, xLϕx,my “ xx,Lϕmy,
xSϕx,my “ xx,Sϕmy, xT pϕ, ψqpxq,my “ xx, T pϕ, ψqpmqy,
and that this is indeed the case is computed directly using (7.1)–(7.3). We show this only
for the operators ι and S and leave the rest to the reader. For example, one has
xιϕx,my
p6.12q
“ xpµ ˝2 ϕq ‚0 x,my
p7.3q
“ xx, τpµ ˝2 ϕq ˝p`1 my
“ xx, pµ ˝1 ϕq ˝p`1 my “ xx, pµ ˝2 mq ˝1 ϕy “ xx, ιϕmy,
for ϕ P Oppq, m P M, and x P M˚. Likewise, for ϕ P Oppq, m P Mpqq, and x P
M˚pp` q ´ 2q
xSϕx,my
p6.7q,p6.14q
“
q´1ÿ
i“1
iÿ
j“1
p´1qppi´jq`qpj´1q`i´1xe ‚0 t
j´1pϕ ‚i´j`1 xq,my
p7.4q
“
q´1ÿ
i“1
iÿ
j“1
p´1qppi´jq`qpj´1q`i´1xtj´1pϕ ‚i´j`1 xq, τm ˝q ey
p7.2q
“
q´1ÿ
i“1
iÿ
j“1
p´1qppi´jq`qpj´1q`i´1xϕ ‚i´j`1 x, τ
j´1pτm ˝q eqy
p7.1q
“
q´1ÿ
i“1
iÿ
j“1
p´1qppi´jq`qpj´1q`i´1xx, pτ jm ˝q´j`1 eq ˝i´j`1 ϕy
“ xx,Sϕmy,
for q ě 2 and zero otherwise. 
Remark 7.8. Dually to Remark 6.9, this can be seen as a generalisation of the classical
calculus from differential geometry as in the second part of Example 3.12 of “fields acting
on fields” themselves.
7.3. Cyclic operads as cyclic modules over themselves. The most obvious example of a
cyclic module over a cyclic operad is of course given by the operad itself: if pO, µ, e, τq is
a cyclic operad with multiplication, then
ιp¨qe : O Ñ O, ϕ ÞÑ ιϕe (7.7)
is the identity map, as is immediately seen from (7.5) along with µ˝2e “ 1 and 1˝1ϕ “ ϕ;
more general, we have
ιϕψ “ ϕ ` ψ (7.8)
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for ϕ, ψ P O. Similarly, applying the operators in Theorem 7.7 to the unit e, one obtains
Lϕe “ Bϕ,
bpeq “ Sϕe “ 0,
T pϕ, ψqpeq “ p´1qψSψϕ,
(7.9)
where the last one is seen by a substitution in the summation indices. Finally, note that in
this case
b “ p´1qq´1δ.
on an element of degree q.
Theorem 7.9. For a cyclic operad with multiplication pO, µ, e, τq, one has
tψ, ϕu “ ´ψ ` Bpϕq ´ p´1qpϕ´1qψLϕψ
` p´1qϕδpSψϕq ` p´1q
ψSψδϕ` p´1q
ψ`ϕ´1Sδψϕ.
(7.10)
Passing to the normalised complex, this is equivalent to
tψ, ϕu “ ´ψ ` Bpϕq ` p´1qpϕ´1qψBpϕ ` ψq ´ p´1qpϕ´1qpψ´1qϕ ` Bpψq
´ p´1qpϕ´1qψδ
`
Sϕψq ` p´1q
pϕ´1qψSδϕψ ` p´1q
pϕ´1qpψ´1qSϕδψ
` p´1qϕδpSψϕq ` p´1q
ψSψδϕ` p´1q
ψ`ϕ´1Sδψϕ.
(7.11)
Proof. Eq. (7.10) is proven by applying the first equation in (7.6) to the unit e, taking (7.8)
and (7.9) into account. Eq. (7.11) follows from (7.10) and (6.16). 
Remark 7.10. Note that inserting (6.16) again in (7.10), one can also write for the bracket:
tψ, ϕu “ p´1qψ
`
Lψϕ´ p´1q
ψϕLϕψ ´ Bpψ ` ϕq
˘
,
which in a sense resembles the bracket for differential forms in Poisson geometry (see, for
example, [Va, Eq. (4.3)] and the numerous references mentioned there).
Theorem 7.9 allows to recover the following result first proven by Menichi in [Me1,
Thm. 1.4]:
Corollary 7.11. A cyclic operad with multiplication carries the structure of a (co)cyclic
K-module, and the cohomologyH‚pOq of the underlying cosimplicial K-module that of a
Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra.
Proof. In cohomology, all δ-coboundaries in (7.11) disappear, and since the cup product is
(graded) commutative in cohomology, that is ϕ ` ψ “ p´1qpqψ ` ϕ, Eq. (7.11) becomes
the Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ equation, see Eq. 1.1. 
7.4. The string topology bracket for operad modules. Finally, we can put together The-
orem 7.7 and Theorem 5.6 to get the Chas-Sullivan-Menichi degree´2 Lie bracket on the
negative cyclic cohomology of a cyclic module M endowed with a degree d fundamental
class, i.e, an element rζs P HdpMq such that ιp¨qrζs : H
ppOq Ñ Hp`dpMq is an isomor-
phism for any p. Namely, as in Section 6.2, let g‚ be defined by gk :“ Opk ` 1q, with the
differential graded Lie algebra structure induced by the Gerstenhaber bracket and differen-
tial. Also, let pM‚, b,Bq be the mixed (cochain) complex defined byMk :“Mpd`k`1q
with
b :“ b : Mk “Mpd` k ` 1q ÑMpd` k ` 2q “Mk`2
and
B :“ B : Mk “Mpd` k ` 1q ÑMpd` kq “Mk´1,
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given by the expressions in Theorem 7.7. Also define
ι : g
h bMk “ Oph` 1q bMpd` k ` 1q ÑMpd` h` k ` 2q “Mh`k`1,
L : g
h bMk “ Oph` 1q bMpd` k ` 1q ÑMpd` h` k ` 1q “Mh`k,
S : g
h bMk “ Oph` 1q bMpd` k ` 1q ÑMpd` h` kq “Mh`k´1,
T : g
h b gj bMk “ Oph` 1q bOpj ` 1q bMpd` k ` 1q ÑMpd` h` j ` k ` 1q “Mh`j`k
as in Theorem 7.7. Then pg‚, ι,L,S, T q is a homotopy Cartan-Gerstenhaber calculus on
CC‚perpMq, and as H
´2pgq “ 0, the fundamental class rζs is always represented by a
Palladio cocycle ζ P M´1 “ Mpdq. Therefore, recalling again that H‚pMq – H‚pMq
andHC‚´pMq – HC
‚
´pMq, Theorem 5.6 gives
Theorem 7.12. Let pO, µ, eq be a cyclic operad with multiplication and M a cyclic O-
module with fundamental class rζs P HdpMq. ThenHC‚´pMq carries a degree p´d´ 2q
Lie bracket
r¨, ¨s : HCp´pMq bHC
q
´pMq Ñ HC
p`q´d´2
´ pMq
defined by
rx, ys :“ p´1qx`djppβxq ` pβyqq,
where pi : HppMq Ñ HCp´pMq and β : HC
p
´pMq Ñ H
p´1pMq are the morphisms in
the long exact sequence (2.5), and where the cup product
` : HppMq bHqpMq Ñ Hp`q´dpMq
is induced by the cup product` : Hp´dpOqbHCq´dpOq Ñ Hpp`q´dq´dpOq via the iso-
morphism Hd´ppOq – HppMq given by contraction with the fundamental class. More-
over,
βr¨, ¨s “ tβp¨q, βp¨qu,
where
t¨, ¨u : HppMq bHqpMq Ñ Hp`q´d´1pMq
is the degree p´d ´ 1q Lie bracket on H‚pMq induced by the Gerstenhaber bracket
t¨, ¨u : Hp´dpOq bHq´dpOq Ñ Hpp`q´d´1q´dpOq again viaHd´ppOq – HppMq.
Example 7.13 (The Menichi bracket for cyclic operads). If pO, µ, e, τq is a cyclic op-
erad with multiplication, then as in §7.3 we can take as a cyclic module the operad itself.
This has a degree zero fundamental class represented by the unit element e P Op0q, see
Equations (7.7) & (7.9). Then one gets a degree ´2 Lie bracket on the negative cyclic
cohomology of O, and the connecting homomorphism β : HCp´pOq Ñ H
p´1pOq de-
fines a morphism of shifted Lie algebras between the negative cyclic cohomology of O
and the cohomology of O (with the Gerstenhaber bracket). This degree ´2 Lie bracket
on HC‚´pOq has been introduced by Menichi in [Me1, Cor. 1.5], generalising the string
topology bracket of Chas-Sullivan [ChSu, Thm. 6.1].
APPENDIX A. BASIC OPERADIC DEFINITIONS
A.1. Operads and Gerstenhaber algebras. Recall that a non-Σ operad O in the cat-
egory of K-modules is a sequence tOpnquně0 of K-modules with K-bilinear operations
˝i : Oppq bOpqq Ñ Opp` q ´ 1q, i “ 1, . . . , p, subject to the compatibility relations:
ϕ ˝i ψ “ 0 if p ă i or p “ 0,
pϕ ˝i ψq ˝j χ “
$’&
’%
pϕ ˝j χq ˝i`r´1 ψ if j ă i,
ϕ ˝i pψ ˝j´i`1 χq if i ď j ă q ` i,
pϕ ˝j´q`1 χq ˝i ψ if j ě q ` i.
(A.1)
See, for example, [Ma, Def. 1.1]. We call an operad unital if there is an identity 1 P
Op1q such that ϕ˝i 1 “ 1˝1ϕ “ ϕ for all ϕ P Oppq and i ď p, and we say that the operad
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is with multiplication if there exists a multiplication µ P Op2q along with a unit e P Op0q
such that µ ˝1 µ “ µ ˝2 µ and µ ˝1 e “ µ ˝2 e “ 1. We denote such an object by the triple
pO, µ, eq.
To an operad with multiplication pO, µ, eq one naturally associates the structure of a
cosimplicial K-module [McCSm] with faces and degeneracies ϕ P Oppq given by δ0ϕ :“
µ ˝1 ϕ, δiϕ :“ ϕ ˝p´i`1 µ for i “ 1, . . . , p, and δp`1ϕ :“ µ ˝2 ϕ, along with σjpϕq :“
ϕ ˝p´j e for j “ 0, . . . , p´ 1; observe the opposite convention we adopt here. Hence (by
the Dold-Kan correspondence), one obtains a cochain complex, which we will denote by
the same symbol O, with Opnq in degree n and with differential δ : Opnq Ñ Opn` 1q
given by δ :“
řn`1
i“0 p´1q
iδi, and cohomology defined byH‚pOq :“ HpO, δq.
Moreover, for ϕ P Oppq and ψ P Opqq one defines the cup product to be ψ ` ϕ :“
pµ˝2ψq˝1ϕ P Opp`qq and then the triple pO,`, δq forms a dg algebra. Defining on top the
bracket tϕ, ψu :“ ϕtψu´p´1qpp´1qpq´1qψtϕu, where ϕtψu :“
řp
i“1p´1q
pq´1qpi´1qϕ˝i
ψ P Opp` q ´ 1q is the brace [Ge, Ka, Get].
Descending to cohomology, it is a straightforward check that the triple pH‚pOq,`
, t¨, ¨uq forms a Gerstenhaber algebra [Ge, GeSch, McCSm]. Notice that one has tµ, µu “
0 as well as δ “ tµ, ¨u.
A.2. Cyclic operads and Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebras. On the other hand, a cyclic op-
erad [GetKa] is an operad O in the sense of the preceding paragraph plus a degree-
preserving linear map τ : Oppq Ñ Oppq for p P N such that
τpϕ ˝i ψq “ τϕ ˝i´1 ψ, for p ě 2, q ě 0, 2 ě i ě p,
τpϕ ˝1 ψq “ τψ ˝q τϕ, for p ě 1, q ě 1,
τp`1 “ idOppq,
for each ϕ P Oppq and ψ P Opqq, and we denote this situation by pO, τq.
A cyclic operad with multiplication [Me1] is simultaneously an operad with multipli-
cation and a cyclic operad, such that τµ “ µ, and we will denote such an object by
pO, µ, e, τq. Descending to cohomology, it is a not-so-straightforward check that the
quadruple pH‚pOq,`, t¨, ¨u, Bq forms a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra [Me1], see also Corol-
lary 7.11.
APPENDIX B. PROOF OF THEOREM 6.10
This appendix contains the computations by which Theorem 6.10 is proven and which
has been moved here so as not to impede the reading flow of the main text.
Proof of Theorem 6.10. Assume without loss of generality that p ` q ď n ` 1. By direct
computation using (6.13), (6.12), and the identities in (6.4), one obtains (after a while):
riψ , Lϕspxq “
qÿ
i“1
p´1qpp´1qpi´1qpµ ˝2 ψq ‚0 pϕ ‚i xq
´
pÿ
i“1
p´1qpn´qqpi´1q`pp´1qqpϕ ˝i pµ ˝2 ψqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq
`
pÿ
i“1
p´1qnpi´1q`p´1ppµ ˝2 ψq ˝1 ϕqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq
“ iψtϕux´
pÿ
i“1
p´1qpn´qqpi´1q`pp´1qqpϕ ˝i pµ ˝2 ψqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq
`
pÿ
i“1
p´1qnpi´1q`p´1ppµ ˝2 ψq ˝1 ϕqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq.
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Hence, to prove (6.18), we are left to show that
pÿ
i“1
p´1qnpi´1q`p´1ppµ ˝2 ψq ˝1 ϕqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq
´
pÿ
i“1
p´1qpn´qqpi´1q`pp´1qqpϕ ˝i pµ ˝2 ψqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq
“ ´p´1qpp´1qpq´1qiϕtψux` rb, T pϕ,ψqs ´ T pδϕ, ψq ´ p´1q
p´1T pϕ, δψq.
(B.1)
We proceed by explicitly writing down all terms and compare them one by one, making
heavy use of (6.4)–(6.9), the “associativity” properties (A.1) of the partial compositions ˝i
of the operad, as well as enforced double (or triple) sum yoga plus numerous summation
variable substitutions. To this end, we number the terms so that each number corresponds
to a (single, double, or triple) sum, with all signs. For example, write the left hand side in
(B.1) as
pÿ
i“1
p´1qnpi´1q`p´1ppµ ˝2 ψq ˝1 ϕqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq
´
pÿ
i“1
p´1qpn´qqpi´1q`pp´1qqpϕ ˝i pµ ˝2 ψqq ‚0 t
i´1pxq
“: p1q ` p2q,
whereas the right hand side in (B.1) becomes
´ p´1qpp´1qpq´1qiϕtψux` rb, T pϕ,ψqs ´ T pδϕ, ψq ´ p´1q
p´1T pϕ, δψq.
“ ´p´1qpp´1qpq´1q
pÿ
i“1
p´1qpq´1qpi´1qpµ ˝2 pϕ ˝i ψqq ‚0 x
`
n´p´q`1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`pµ ‚k
`
pϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
˘
`
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppµ ˝1 pϕ ˝p´i`j ψqq ‚0 t
j´1x
` p´1qn´p´q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppµ ˝2 pϕ ˝p´i`j ψqq ‚0 t
jx
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qpn´1qpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1pµ ‚0 xq
´ p´1qp`q`n
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qpn´1qpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1pµ ‚0 txq
´ p´1qp`q
n´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qpn´1qpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1pµ ‚k xq
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´
pÿ
j“1
pÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`1ppµ ˝1 ϕq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`1
pÿ
j“1
pÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`1ppµ ˝2 ϕq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
pÿ
k“1
p´1qp´k`1
pÿ
j“1
pÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j pµ ˝1 ψqq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q`1
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j pµ ˝2 ψqq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp
qÿ
k“1
p´1qq´k`1
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`qpi´jq`p´1pϕ ˝p´i`j pψ ˝k µqq ‚0 t
j´1x
“: p3q ` p4q ` p5q ` p6q ` p7q ` p8q ` p9q ` p10q ` p11q ` p12q ` p13q ` p14q ` p15q.
One now sees that
p10q “ ´
p´1ÿ
j“1
pÿ
i“j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`1ppµ ˝1 ϕq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
pÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`pppµ ˝1 ϕq ˝p`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ ´p5q ` p1q,
whereas
p11q “ p´1qp
pÿ
j“2
pÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`1pµ ˝2 pϕ ˝p´i`j ψqq ‚0 t
j´1x
` p´1qp
pÿ
i“1
p´1qpq´1qpi´1q`ppµ ˝2 pϕ ˝p´i`1 ψqq ‚0 x
“ ´p6q ´ p3q.
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Furthermore,
´p2q ` p7q ` p12q “ ´p2q ` p7q ´
pÿ
k“1
p´1qp´k`1
pÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
pÿ
k“1
p´1qp´k`1
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ p7q ´
pÿ
k“2
p´1qp´k`1
k´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qp´k`1
pÿ
j“k`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`j`1ppϕ ˝j µq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
j“2
p´1ÿ
i“j
j´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`kppϕ ˝k µq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
pÿ
k“j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`kppϕ ˝k µq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ ´
pÿ
k“2
k´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`k`p`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
k“1
pÿ
j“k`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`k`p`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
j“2
p´1ÿ
i“j
j´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`k`p`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
pÿ
k“j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`k`p`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝p`1´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“: p16q ` p17q ` p18q ` p19q.
On the other hand, observe that
p4q “
n´p´q`1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 pµ ‚k`p`q´2 t
j´1xq
“
n´1ÿ
k“p`q´1
p´1qp`q´k
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 pµ ‚k t
j´1xq.
One then has
p4q ` p9q “ p4q ´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
n´jÿ
k“1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kpϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 pµ ‚k`j´1 t
j´1xq
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
n´1ÿ
k“n´j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kpϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1`kpµ ‚0 t
n`1´kxq
“ ´p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p`q´2ÿ
k“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kpϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 pµ ‚k t
j´1xq
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“2
p´1ÿ
i“j
j´2ÿ
k“0
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ˝k`1 µq ‚0 t
jx
“: p20q ` p21q.
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At this point, we still have to deal with the terms p8q and p13q–p21q. We continue by
p14q ` p15q ` p19q ` p20q
“ p14q ` p15q ` p19q ´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p`q´2ÿ
k“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ˝k`1 µq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ p14q ` p15q ` p19q ´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´i`j´2ÿ
k“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝p´i`j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p`q´2´i`jÿ
k“p´i`j´1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kpϕ ˝p´i`j pψ ˝k`2´p`i´j µqq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p`q´2ÿ
k“p`q´i`j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝k`2´q µq ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ p14q ´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1ÿ
k“p´i`j´1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝p´i`j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p`q´2ÿ
k“p`q´i`j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝k`2´q µq ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ ´p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1ÿ
k“p´i`j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝p´i`j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p`q´2ÿ
k“p`q´i`j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝k`2´q µq ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ ´p´1qp`q
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´2ÿ
i“j
p´2ÿ
k“i`1
p´1qnpj`p´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`kppϕ ˝k`2 µq ˝i`2 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´2ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj`p´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`i`1ppϕ ˝i`2 µq ˝i`2 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j`1
p´1ÿ
k“i`1
p´1qnj`pq´1qpi´j`1q`p`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝i`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp`q
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
k“j`1
p´1qnj`pq´1qpj´1q`p`jppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“: p22q ` p23q.
Now we are left with terms p8q, p13q, p16q–p18q, as well as p21q–p23q. Consider first
p8q “ ´p´1qp`q`n
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`ppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ‚0 t
j´1pµ ‚0 txq
“ ´p´1qp`q`n
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`pppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ˝j µq ‚0 t
jx
“ ´p´1qp`q`n
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`pppϕ ˝j µq ˝p´i`j`1 ψq ‚0 t
jx,
along with
p21q “ ´p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“2
p´1ÿ
i“j
j´2ÿ
k“0
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝p´i`j ψq ˝k`1 µq ‚0 t
jx
“ ´p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“2
p´1ÿ
i“j
j´2ÿ
k“0
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qpi´jq`p`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝p´i`j`1 ψq ‚0 t
jx
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Hence,
p8q ` p17q “ ´p´1qp`q`n
p´1ÿ
k“2
k´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`qj`p`kppϕ ˝j µq ˝k`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx
´ p´1qp`q`n
p´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qpq´1qk`pppϕ ˝k µq ˝k`2 ψq ‚0 t
kx
´
p´2ÿ
k“1
p´1ÿ
j“k`1
p´1qk`npj´1q`qj`pppϕ ˝k µq ˝j`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx
´
p´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk`qk`1ppϕ ˝k µq ˝k`2 ψq ‚0 t
kx
“ ´p´1qp`q`n
p´1ÿ
k“2
k´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`qj`p`kppϕ ˝j µq ˝k`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx
´
p´2ÿ
k“1
p´1ÿ
j“k`1
p´1qk`npj´1q`qj`pppϕ ˝k µq ˝j`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx.
Likewise,
p18q ` p21q “
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
i“j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`qpj´iq`p`1`jppϕ ˝j µq ˝i`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx
´
p´2ÿ
j“2
p´1ÿ
i“j`1
j´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qnpj´1q`qpj´iq`j`kppϕ ˝k µq ˝i`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx
´ p´1qp`q
p´1ÿ
j“2
j´2ÿ
k“0
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`p`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝j`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx
´ p´1qp`q
p´2ÿ
j“2
p´1ÿ
i“j`1
j´2ÿ
k“0
p´1qnpj´1q`qpj´iq`j`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝i`2 ψq ‚0 t
jx.
Therefore,
p8q ` p17q ` p18q ` p21q “ 0.
In a similar spirit we deal with the four remaining terms p13q, p16q, p22q, and p23q. One
has
p13q ` p16q “ ´p´1qp
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´2ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`qpi´jq`pppϕ ˝i`2 µq ˝i`2 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´ p´1qp
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`qpj´1q`pppϕ ˝j`1 µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
k“j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`pq´1qj`qp`k`p`1ppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qnpj´1q`qj`qp`p`1ppϕ ˝j`1 µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
“ ´p´1qp
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´2ÿ
i“j
p´1qnpj´1q`qpi´jq`qp`p`1ppϕ ˝i`2 µq ˝i`2 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x
´
p´2ÿ
j“1
p´1ÿ
k“j`1
p´1qnpj´1q`qpj`pq`kppϕ ˝k`1 µq ˝j`1 ψq ‚0 t
j´1x.
Therefore,
p13q ` p16q ` p22q ` p23q “ 0.
This concludes the proof of Eq. (6.18). The identity (6.19) is proven by similar (and simi-
larly tedious) computations, which is why we leave it to the reader. 
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